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PREFACE

This report describes the VISION Assessment System (VAS), a deci-
sion support system designed to help planners evaluate and enhance
equipment sustainability throughout the Army. It is the second in a
series of VISION documents outlining concepts for improving opera-
tional effectiveness through better logistics decisionmaking in the
Class IX (i.e., spare parts) arena. The first VISION report described a
decision support system for prioritizing Class IX repair and distribu-
tion. It was renamed by the Army and is now known as the
Readiness-Based Maintenance System (RBMS).'

VISION-for Visibility of Support Options-comprises three related
decision support systems for Class IX management: VAS, RBMS, and
a third system (still in an early conceptual stage) aimed at such logis-
tics command and control (C2) issues as the interface between opera-
tions planning and logistics planning and the passage of information
among different units and echelons within the logistics system.

All three components of VISION share a common goal of increasing
combat capability and/or reducing support costs through the use of
advanced logistics management information and decision support sys-
tems. In addition, they emphasize three major themes: the use of op-
erationally relevant measures of performance, such as weapon system
availability and the likelihood of achieving commander-specified
availability goals; the need to explicitly recognize uncertainty and the
value of management adaptation in counteracting the effects of unan-
ticipated events; and the need to develop an integrated view across
the many echelons and functions within the Army's complex support
system. VISION complements ongoing Army initiatives to modernize
Standard Army Management Information Systems (STAMISes).
VAS, RBMS, and the VISION C2 System all offer a means for synthe-
sizing a wide variety of data and taking advantage of gains in data
quality and timeliness.

VAS focuses in particular on three questions of fundamental impor-
tance to sustainment planners: Can the logistics system support op-
erational needs and objectives? If not, what are the impediments
likely to be? And what can be done beforehand to avoid or mitigate

1 See R. S. Tripp, M. B. Berman, and C. L. Tsai, The Concept of Operations for a U.S.
Army Combat.Oriented Logistics Execution System with VISION (Visibility of Support
Options), RAND, R-3702-A, March 1990.
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potential problems? VAS is intended to be a broadly applicable tool
with users and uses ranging from division level to the national level.
This report explains the underlying motivation and essential ele-
ments of the VAS concept. It explores the range of VAS applications
and describes its principal operating mechanisms. It concludes by
identifying issues for further research and proposing the development
of prototypes to answer remaining questions.

The research reported here was performed in the Military Logistics
Program of RAND's Arroyo Center. It is part of a project entitled
"Logistics Management System Concepts to Improve Weapon System
Combat Capability." This project is jointly sponsored by the Assistant
Deputy for Materiel Readiness of Army Materiel Command (AMC),
the Commanding General of the Combined Arms Support Command
(CASCOM), and the Director of the Strategic Logistics Agency (SLA).
This research should be of particular interest to logistics planners
and information systems developers at both the field user and
national levels. It may be of general interest to the wider Army
logistics community and to sustainment planners in other services, in
the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD), and on the Joint Staff.

THE ARROYO CENTER

The Arroyo Center is the U.S. Army's federally funded research and
development center (FFRDC) for studies and analysis operated by
RAND. The Arroyo Center provides the Army with objective, inde-
pendent analytic research on major policy and organizational
concerns, emphasizing mid- and long-term problems. Its research is
carried out in four programs: Strategy and Doctrine; Force
Development and Technology; Military Logistics; and Manpower and
Training.

Army Regulation 5-21 contains basic policy for the conduct of the
Arroyo Center. The Army provides continuing guidance and over-
sight through the Arroyo Center Policy Committee (ACPC), which is
co-chaired by the Vice Chief of Staff and by the Assistant Secretary
for Research, Development, and Acquisition. Arroyo Center work is
performed under contract MDA903-91-C-0006.

The Arroyo Center is housed in RAND's Army Research Division.
RAND is a private, nonprofit institution that conducts analytic re-
search on a wide range of public policy matters affecting the nation's
security and welfare.
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SUMMARY

This report describes the underlying motivation, characteristics, and
possible applications of the VISION Assessment System (VAS).1 VAS
is a decision support system designed to improve the ability of Army
logisticians to answer three questions that are fundamental to Class
IX (i.e., spare parts) sustainment planning:

" Can the logistics system support operational needs and objectives
throughout the course of a planned conflict?

" If not, where and when are problems most likely to emerge, and
how serious are they likely to be?

" What can be done beforehand to avoid or mitigate those potential
problems?

VAS recognizes many of the complications presented by such factors
as uncertainty and the complexity of the logistics system, and it con-
tains features for dealing with them.

THE NEED FOR ENHANCED SUSTAINABILITY
ASSESSMENT

Although the changing world environment has raised considerable
doubt about the future shape and direction of the U.S. Army, the crit-
ical importance of combat sustainment remains undiminished. The
key role of anticipation in logistics doctrine continues to underscore
the need for effective planning.2 In turn, planning depends upon
worthwhile assessment tools that can help planners evaluate both
current sustainability and the potential benefits and liabilities of al-
ternative support concepts.

Despite the significance of sustainment planning and assessment, the
Army has developed few systematic methods for directly addressing

1VISION-for Visibility of Support Options-is an integrated series of decision
support systems aimed at increasing combat capability and/or reducing support costs
through the use of advanced information systems and management techniques. VAS is
one of its three major elements. Appendix A gives an overview of VISION.

2 Anticipation is one of five "sustainment imperatives" found in both AirLand Battle
(ALB) and AirLand Battle-Future (ALB-F) doctrine. See, respectively, FM 100-5,
Operations, Headquarters, Department of the Army, Washington, D.C., May 1986; and
GEN J. W. Foss, "AirLand Battle-Future," Army, February 1991, pp. 20-37.
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the three questions listed above. Related tools that might be turned
to this purpose typically suffer from at least one or two of the follow-
ing limitations:

" Emphasis on readiness at the expense of sustainability

" Limited wartime and weapon system orientation
" Emphasis on supply problems and solutions at the expense of other

functions (e.g., maintenance and transportation)

" Emphasis on requirements at the expense of assessment
" Limited attention to uncertainty and the potential role of manage-

ment adaptation.

Army planners need a tool that is specifically aimed at sustainability
assessment and that overcomes these limitations.

THE VISION ASSESSMENT SYSTEM CONCEPT

VAS is intended not to supplant any current logistics planning tools,
but rather to fill a void in Class IX sustainability assessment. It of-
fers capabilities that complement existing methods for measuring and
reporting readiness, computing spares requirements, and the like.

Approach

The approach taken by VAS can be broken down into three steps.
First, VAS projects weapon system availability rates across a speci-
fied scenario as a dual function of operationally generated demands
and the capacity of the logistics system to meet those demands. A
comparison of projected availability rates and specified availability
goals yields an indication of the degree to which the combat force can
be sustained. Next, VAS produces lists of the Class IX items that
seem most likely to hinder achievement of the goals. Finally, after
planners have had a chance to propose different strategies for improv-
ing performance, VAS can be used in a "what if' mode to compare and
choose among them on the basis of their effect on sustainability.

The VAS concept is consistent with ongoing Army initiatives to mod-
ernize Standard Army Management Information Systems
(STAMISes). VAS provides a means for effectively integrating data
from a variety of old and new STAMISes and for exploiting the ad-
vantages of more accurate, timely reporting.
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Potential Users and Uses
VAS is a broadly applicable tool aimed at sustainment planners
throughout the Army. Its potential users reside at echelons ranging
from divisions and corps to theaters, Major Commands (MACOMs),
and contingency task forces to the national level. Among field users,
VAS is likely to be of greatest interest to the G4 (a command's princi-
pal staff officer for logistics) and the Assistant Chief of Staff for
Materiel (ACSMAT) and Materiel Management Center (MMC) of the
attached support command. At the national level, primary users may
include Weapon System Managers (WSMs), Program/Project
Managers (PMs), the Materiel Management and Readiness Direc-
torates of Army Materiel Command (AMC) and its Major Subordinate
Commands (MSCs), and developers of logistics concepts and doctrine
at the Combined Arms Support Command (CASCOM) and elsewhere.
The potential uses of VAS are as diverse as its community of users.
Some important applications are:

" Assessing and improving the supportability of existing operation
plans (OPLANs)

" Ev'aluating and choosing among alternative courses of action
(COAs) during OPLAN development

" During peacetime, identifying effective strategies for overcoming
potential wartime problems

" Examining new concepts and establishing new doctrine (e.g., re-
garding support structures and policies)

" Exploring cost reduction strategies and weighing tradeoffs among
different resources (e.g., supply, maintenance, and transportation)

" Formal reporting of unit sustainability.

FUTURE STEPS

VAS addresses an important yet often overlooked aspect of logistics.
If its promise can be fulfilled, it will improve the relevance and effec-
tiveness of sustainment planning, and hence the warfighting capabil-
ity of the combat force. However, in many respects, VAS is still in the
conceptual stage of development. Several important issues remain to
be resolved before full-scale implementation can be considered. These
fall most often into the categories of:



* Feasibility

* Costs vs. benefits

* Usability.

We are confident that, over time, these issues can be settled to the
Army's satisfaction. Nonetheless, efforts to identify and deal with
pertinent questions should proceed apace.

Many key questions regarding VAS can best be answered by hands-on
experience. We recommend that the Army construct and operate a
series of incrementally expanding prototypes for this purpose.
Prototypes offer several advantages over immediate implementation.
They can be contained within a controlled environment, thereby
avoiding widespread disruption of everyday business. They allow
problems to be identified and corrected, and concepts and methodol-
ogy to be refined and improved before becoming deeply committed to a
particular course of action. Finally, they are less expensive and more
easily managed. Experience acquired in prototyping may help the
Army avoid costly pitfalls during full-scale implementation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In today's complex geopolitical environment, the roles and missions of
the U.S. Army are far less clearly defined than in the recent past.
The Army's long-standing preoccupation with a high-intensity
European war is being replaced by an orientation toward regional
contingencies. This shift is accompanied by a great deal of uncer-
tainty regarding such factors as the location of future conflicts, the
nature of the U.S. role (e.g., whether combat or support), the capabili-
ties of the threat, the duration and intensity of combat operations,
and the environment in which they will be conducted.' These con-
siderations weigh heavily in the Army's evolving view of both combat
and logistics.

Despite the fundamental changes prompted by the emerging focus on
contingencies, however, some tenets of Army doctrine remain con-
stant. Among these is the premise that at any level of conflict, a nec-
essary ingredient of success will be the ability of the logistics system
to sustain the activities of the combat force.2 The task of sustainment
presents a dual challenge in planning and execution. No amount of
planning can fully safeguard against all the uncertainties of war.
Hence, in execution, the logistics system must be responsive and
adaptive. On the other hand, there are practical limits to these
qualities. Careful planning can mitigate the demand for extreme re-
sponsiveness and constant adaptation. 3 Moreover, it can improve the
ability of the system to adapt effectively when the need arises. In the
longer term, it can lead to support structures and policies that are
cost-effective and robust across a wide range of potential scenarios.
These characteristics seem especially desirable as the Army enters a
period that is at once more fiscally constrained and less certain than
before.

'Operation Just Cause (in Panama) and Operation Desert Storm (in Southwest
Asia) represent but two points within a broad spectrum of possiblities.

2 Sustainment is an important doctrinal element of both AirLand Battle (ALB) and
AirLand Battle-Future (ALB-F). See FM 100-5, Operations, Headquarters, Depart-
ment of the Army, Washington, D.C., May 1986, and GEN J. W. Foss, "Airland Battle-
Future,"Army, February 1991, pp. 20-37, respectively.

3 Foss discusses the balance between "anticipation" (in some sense, synonymous
with planning) and "improvisation" (adaptation).
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REASONS FOR STUDYING CLASS IX

Obviously, sustainment involves many categories of resources (e.g.,
personnel, food, fuel, ammunition, and spare parts). In this report.
we have chosen to concentrate on spare parts (i.e., Class IX items) for
two principal reasons. First, Class IX is becoming increasingly criti-
cal to warfighting capability as the Army gravitates toward smaller
numbers of expensive, high-technology weapon systems. 1 The effec-
tiveness of these weapon systems depends in large measure on the
continuing availability of Class IX assets. The importance attached
to Class IX sustainment by the Army can be seen in such costly initia-
tives as the Special Repair Activity SRA) for the AIl-64 Apache heli-
copter and the widespread use of contractor maintenance during
Operation Desert Storm. Historically, Class IX has not received a
great deal of attention from planners, perhaps because it constitutes a
relatively light transportation burden; however, as the high-tech
trend continues, we expect this viewpoint to change.

The second reason for studying Class IX is that it brings together sev-
eral key aspects of logistics, including supply, maintenance, trans-
portation, and procurement. Also, many of the difficulties and uncer-
tainties -hat afflict the logistics system in general are represented
here 'some of these complicating factors are described below.
Although these may have different manifestations in other resource
categories, we believe that an examination of Class IX sustainment
planning can provide useful insights into those areas.

SUSTAINMENT PLANNING AND THE ROLE OF
ASSESSMENT

The scope and content of sustainment planning vary according to the
level at which the planning is conducted, the time period to which it
applies. and the degree of urgency that attends it. ReSponsibility for
planning is spread throughout the logistics community: it begins at
division and corps level and extends to such national-level entities as
Arm- Materiel Command A.\I(C,. the Combined Arms Support
Command CASCOM,. and the Office of the De)uty Chief of Staff for
Logistics (ODCSILOG ,.

Issues and assumptions are often a function of whether planning ap-
plies to the long term or the short term. When planners take a long-
term view -sa3. a year or more into the future). they typically deal
only with ntional forces and scenarios. The questions they address

1 lIhi- v rlo:c 1- ., li ngS.,¢ ,m . ;\jj -"
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are more likely to be abstract and oriented toward doctrine, require-
ments determination, and cost control. In contrast, short-term plan-
ning is usually driven by a specific set of circumstances and may re-
flect actual force postures, asset balances, and logistic capabilities;
operational needs and objectives are also apt to be more clear-cut.
Examples include preparation for a large-scale training exercise and
dlevelopment of a warfiglit ing operation plan (OPLAN) to meet anl ex-
ist ing or emlerging sit uat ion.

A third dimension of planning is its underlying sense of urgency.
Dcliberate planning is a metQicuous. unhuried process that goes onl
continuously in peacetimne. It addresses in detail all aspects of' logistic
suLppo~rt associated with both Full-fledged and conceptual OPLANs. In
the Clas A arena, some relevant topics are allocation of spare pairts,
Q z in and location of maintenance facilities, and utiliattion of trans-
p~ortation resourceIs. Long-term pinjn s salydeliberate in na-
t LI r e: h1c wvve r, de I i herat e p1 a nn1 i n Ineeod 111 A alWayS foCeUs Onl lonq-
termi cmncrn-e

One of the goals of deliert e planning is to anticipate the w, ays in
which a scenario might event ually deviate from its envisioned course.
Inevit ably., t hough, as conflict heco mes immninent. new informnat ion
aind unfolding circumnstanc s4 will tend to ilnva Iidate portions5 of evenl
he most thoroughly prepared plans; in the worst case., a s:ituatccn

mig.ht arise so suuddenly an(I linexpectedlv that no appllicable deliber-
ate plan can be found. Tbhis is the province (it (i.is-atouI or tIdtc-

s' itoplanning. AS sug~gested by its name, timle-sensitive planning
g-eneral lv takes place in an atmosphere of onsiderable urgency, with
noc room for the sort of exhauistive analysis tha characterizes deliber
at l, ni~. \\'IIe t her i t n il mcdific~ct iorn tcc an1 exis.,inc-
OP LAN or ('on-stuct in (f an ent irely new one. ai key a-pect f thi-

en1'1itive planning is the a~sessmlent of alternat ive' cc11 O fur-o o ct in
('( )'\ openl to the combhat commander. A ser ils f IArmly ficld monla-

als out lines the(- critical role ccf such ascs :sin the d* ye1 opmlent of
(W)LANs at all echlNws.' These manuals timph osize the ctac
ocf lccuistic cc(nst raints in c' cmbat plnning; th(ou idrietit\: ip ' 1'

7k' A. r -';c, 1[cad'idrt c l-,cc".I ''P cu n fr tiL Ar::nv \%*c-:onc't':, 1) (' FC



as an essential characteristic, and often, a deciding factor in choosing
among several options.

Clearly, the nature of sustainment planning is determined in large
part by the setting in which it occurs. In all cases, however, planners
are called upon to compare and choose among different strategies on
the basis of their relative strengths and limitations. Therefore, plan-
ners need decision support tools that allow them to assess the likely
effects of those strategies on logistics performance. Some of the ques-
tions that must be addressed by these assessment tools are discussed
below.

THREE FUNDAMENTAL PLANNING QUESTIONS

Whether sustainment planning takes place at the field user or na-
tional level, whether it is long-term or short-term, deliberate or time-
sensitive, three fundamental questions should remain uppermost in
the minds of planners:

" Can the logistics system support operational needs and objectives
throughout the course of a planned conflict?

" If not, where and when are problems most likely to emerge, and
how serious are they likely to be?

" What can be done beforehand to avoid or mitigate those potential
problems?

Can Operational Needs Be Supported?

To answer the first question, planners must begin by estimating the
time-varying demand for logistic resources that will be generated by
the total force.- Then, they must assess whether existing resources
are adequate to meet that demand. Beyond simple counting of on-
hand assets, planners need to acknowledge the capabilities of the
support structure to repair and return broken items and to procure
and deliver replacements. In addition, they should account for the

'Actually, any such estimation depends upon an even more fundamental step.
Operations planners and logistics planners must work together to translate operational
objectives eg., "use this force to seize that position") into terms that are logistically
meaningful ie g., "provide resources sufficient to sustain this number of fully mission
capable (FMC) weapon systems in these combat postures over this interval of time").
This crucial link between operations and logistics-which presently is not well devel-
oped-is the subject of a forthcoming concept paper about VISION's implications for
logistics command and control.
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ways in which policies and procedures either exploit or constrain the
potential of the entire system. In conducting their assessments,
planners should not limit their view to the resources of their own or-
ganizations, but should seek a multi-echelon perspective. For in-
stance, corps-level planners ought to be aware of theater resources
upon which they can draw; at the same time, they must recognize the
individual needs of their subordinate units and attempt to coordinate
them in such a way as to maximize overall combat capability.
Finally, in light of the uncertain nature of all military operations,
planners must make allowances for unanticipated events. Whenever
time permits, they should assess the consequences of scenario varia-
tions, combat damage. loss of assets, and the like. In this fashion,
they will develop a better understanding of-and perhaps be able to
improve-the robustness of the logistics system.

If Not, Why Not?

Identifying and quantifying potential problems is an essential part of
sustainability assessment. When assessments indicate that accept-
able levels of support cannot always be expected throughout a con-
flict, it is not enough merely to know that the logistics \ ;tem is
somehow deficient. The source, timing, and magnitude of potential
problems must all be estimated. Problems may take many forms, in-
cluding inadequate supplies of spare parts, shortfalls in maintenance
or transportation capacity, and temporary bottlenecks in key logistics
functions. A good assessment tool must help planners to detect those
areas that seem likely to present the greatest obstacles. Otherwise,
logisticians might channel valuable time, ener-, and resources into
solving secondary problems while overlooking those that will eventu-
ally gr-ow to be the true limiters of combat sustainment.

What Can Be Done About It?

Planners must develop timely strategies for overcoming potential
problems or at least reducing them to manageable proportions). To
help address this third question, an assessment tool should provide
planners with a convenient fi-amework for proposing and evaluating a
broad range of approaches and adaptations to existing plans.
Because there are often multiple solutions to a single problem (e.g.,
accelerating procurement, increasing maintenance throughput, or
reallocating assets to meet a supply shortfall). this tool must he able
to recognize a wide array of decision parameters and accurately rep-
resent their interactions and effects on the performance of the logis-
tics system. It is here that the planning and execution functions come
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together: assessment outcomes can Iu rnish 1iwivat ou and direct ion
for those who execute the plan.

COMPLICATING FACTORS IN PLANNING

Even inl a relatively stable environment, t he thmre questhoins pe
senteci above are difficult to an1SWer simlply bLcause;L of the enoi0-m1ouIS
scope of operations to which they apply. And unkorunately, the fu-
ture does not promise to be stale Planners "Uil no doubt encounter
numerous complications. nmn having to do with inherent systemic
u ncert a intyv and the growNing coniplex ity of' the loit c Upp)Ort st ruc-
t u re.

Systemic Unceertainty

I ncertainty in many forms peV~ades thet locistic - Evte.Fven duri-
in,' peacetimeIC When Operat iinal act ivityv is, fa i lv Steady and pre-
dict able, liigist icianls find it hlard to accuratecly forecast (Class IX deL-
mand. This is largely due to the, hliih variabi lit y that ChariCt erizes
many component failure pr0oesCSs AS t role(S(i me as this Variabil-
itv May be. howeverI, it pales1 inl comparisuinl to the unIcertaintY Of
wart ime.

Accounlt illj Cl. wvart line UnCert tinty 111505 p)iil i'in in all phases of'
planning". Todayv, for inst alaC, as the relative likc-lihoi d of a gzeneral
European war recedes , dliliboratke plners, falce 2rwnZdoubtI as t
the lIOCatiion of fulture Conflicts. A:S the ltnmbir and diveOrsit VtO n

ial cont ulizency sZites; increVaSe, 'ii too (loies uncer! aintv regardinKg the
caipacity of, the local inifrastrtictt' to sustain a iitfllvoi toni;~v this
burdens planners With thet need tio cinsider- aI l'(lna array osp
Piirt Concepts. Evenl more problematical than locat ion are the sce-
narIIio characteristiCS that drive dem"'and ft)I in oi: t ic, resoti r-cOs: these
include thet scale, intensity, and dulrat ion oif conflict.

In combat. uncert ant v takes sh ape in such fact irs7 as suIrise Ont'I'lv
act ions, the need fir US . forces tol respiind to) t hiu t act ions and to ex-
pllit Chance iiopnt unities. ba:tke dainlae and deviation fronmeN
Ptlctet peCr:soimel and equipmelnt Ihftmac ! ndlrds. In aI dv-

1t.\NI). R-:talS-AF.Jna 191,S.



namic environment, rapidly changing operational objectives, force
postures, and support priorities can place rigorous demands on time-
sensitive planning. Under such conditions, planners will be obliged to
continually revise their estimates of logistic needs, conduct hasty as-
sessments of COA supportability, and identify and coordinate appro-
priate responses by the execution system.

Structural Complexity

Over the years, the Army has demonstrated its preference for high-
tech hardware designs. The N11 tank, the N12 infantry fighting vehi-
cle, and the AH-64 helicopter, for example, derive much of their capa-
bility and lethality from advanced electronic and electro-optical
devices. However, the rising cost of'spare pairts for such weapon svs-
tems makes it increasingly unaffordable to "buy out" uncertainty in

Class IX demand merely by procuring additional safety stocks.
Instead, the Army looks to an extended, multi-echelon maintenance
and distribution structure to provide tiniel repair and return of un-
serviceable assets.9 The resulting interaction of different organiza-
tions, functions, and management systems presents a serious problem

in integration. \Whether during peacetime or wartime, planning is
hampered by the lack of a single objective-for instance, maximizing
weapon system avalability-t(, harness the separate decisionmaking
processes and provide a unifving measure against which to assess al-
ternative strategies. 1'

The complications arising from structural complexity are iagnified
by the expanding range of potential scenarios. The standard, doctri-
nal logistics structure intended to sustain a general European war
may not he sensible or even feasible in the case of a short, low-inten-
sity, or geographically remote contingency operation. Instead, each
new conflict might best be supported by an ad hoc structure to be se-
lected onlv when its dimensions become apparent: the preliminary
design and final tailoring of such structuics constitute a difficult chal-
lenge in both deliberate and time-sensitive planning.

'Typicallv, high-tech cnmpnent repair involves the pofrdipation direct support
s)5 and :enerai -upport (;S, units in the field as well a, more specializ'fd facilities in

theater nr 1in the cnt:nental U'nited Stat-,s (ONUS, depot svsten,.
"(Currently, each organization operates largely on the hasis of internal performance

m. 'asures that are not necessarily related to those of other organizations or to the
tiltimate neeis ofthe comhat force. Efficient use of resources is often viewed as an end.
without Ufficient consideration of whether "inefficient" methods can somnetimes spell
mnoro effective slpport (eg., routinelv moving partial loads of expensive spare parts i
orde+r to sl rten the delivery pipeline and roduce the likelihood of critical supply
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LIMITATIONS OF CURRENT METHODS

At present, Army logisticians have few direct, quantitative methods
for addressing the three fundamental questions of Class IX sustain-
ment planning. Several established planning tools are somewhat re-
lated to this topic, but most were designed to serve other purposes.
Although they provide valuable assistance to logisticians in their re-
spective areas, they usually exhibit at least one or two of the following
key shortcomings with regard to sustainment planning and assess-
ment:

" Emphasis on readiness at the expense of sustainability

" Limited wartime and weapon system orientation

" Emphasis on supply problems and solutions at the expense of other
functions (e.g., maintenance and transportation)

" Emphasis on requirements at the expense of assessment

" Limited attention to uncertainty and the potential role of manage-
ment adaptation.

Before elaborating on each of these, we should note that not all are
shortcomings in an absolute sense. For instance, both readiness and
requirements are issues of great concern to planners, and rightly so.
What is troublesome is the absence of corresponding methods that fo-
cus on sustainability and assessment.

Readiness vs. Sustainability

The twin subjects of readiness and sustainability are extremely im-
portant to logisticians. 11 A unit's readiness reflects its preparedness
for embarking on an assigned mission. Formal measures of readiness
are defined for four aspects of a unit's condition. 12 In the category of

1"Here, as throughout this report, it is understood that when we speak of readiness
and sustainability, we do so purely from the standpoint of equipment or materiel. Also,
we adhere to the terms "readiness" and "sustainability" primarily to emphasize the
distinction between the two and to reinforce the idea that more attention needs to be
given to sustainability. The Status of Resources and Training System (SORTS), which
applies to all the armed services, concentrates upon unit "status," which purports to be
neither readiness nor sustainability. Thus, in connection with SORTS, proper usage-
as set forth by the Joint Staff (JS)-substitutes the word "status" for "readiness." See
Status of Resources and Training System, Joint Staff, Memorandum of Policy 11,
March 1990.

12 These cover personnel strength, training, and materiel posture. See AR 220-1,
Unit Status Reporting, Headquarters, Department of the Army, Washington, D.C.,
August 1988.
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materiel supported by Class IX, a dual measure is used; it consists of
eu(Jipment on hand (EOH, essentially a fill rate against an authorized
level of reportable items such as tanks, trucks, and radios) and
equipment mission capability (EMNC, the percentage of time that
equipment wvas fully mission capable during the past month). 13

P~eriodic reporting enables Army leaders, the Joint Staff, and the lo-
gistics community to monitor readiness across the Army. Recent ad-
vances in logistics data automation are leading to improvements in
the timeliness and accuracy of the reporting process.14

In contrast, a unit's sustainability describes not its starting potential,
but its staying power-its caIpacity to endure through conflict to the
conclusion of its mlission, In many- wvays, sus:tainabilitv is much more
difficult to quantify than is readiness. Readiness is directly observ-
able; it can be calculated explicitly on the basis of "snapshots" of past
and present status. Sus tainabilitv, on the other hand, involves future
performance and cannot be known precisely; it can on~v be estimated
and projected. Unsurprisingly, Current measures of sustainabilitv are
also vaguer and less satisfactory than those of readiness. For exam-
ple, readiness is reported for specific wveapon systems and end items
C ~ the N11 tank or AH-64 helicopter); sustainabilitv has no such

highl-level focus. Class IX susztainabilitv is typically gauged in terms
of range of supply (ROSup.) the number of Class IX items that are
fully stocked relative to the total number that have a stockage i--

quirmentsomehatakin to a fill rateI and depth Of supply-
DOSup. an aggregaite indicator of the relative richness of stockage).

Altbotugihboth readiness and stistainabilitv are essential elements of
combamt po\xer, logist icians s eem undIuly preoccupied with the former.
Fven in AR T00-138, ArmY Rcadiness' and Sustoinabilit 'v, only lim-
ited attention is given to sustainabilitv. WVhereas an elaborate systemn
hats evolved to track readiness, there are no comparable mechanisms
fr i-out inelv determnining how well units; can sustain a fig~ht once thev-
have begun it. Perhaps t Iiis situat ion exists because sust ainabilitv is

,, AN 700- :.o. v LZ.<itu it''rw w cfiS< (I .S'adqni:M I ~hrters,
t Ip t 'n f thle .\tntvY. :I -d i n 1) 1 , arch 199 0.

'(ureat'..nnt uhnt rad re..pnrt to thle HeadinefSs Integrated Data Base
HI)Bilt the Maltw to Hext~nss u,,pprt .Activit ' MI(SA. .MRSA subsequentl%

it: ari~~ , )D wuttuts for dissemiination throughout the ArmY. RIDB is
i.''rilerl a I? ho Dawr ta,~u- 1B(,', o'?II)13 User's AMo al, USAMC Materiel

Rea i ,ip port Activity, Lexington. KentuckY, June 198S. By tapping dIirectly into
umnit-vel data ienl thle Armiv Materiel Status Systemi IANSS promises to)
elmtliate mainual reporting, andI provide all partieS With con-tinuous, near real-time

aces to reaidines s infeirmaitinn See L. Kirkham, Furictiwoul Requirernents for
Allfwe':t iiz .Xwtrlfel B"1?eodinss HR'perfilg 17o the Urutod Stafrs Ar.nv, t feadquarters,

ISArmyv Materiel f~nadAlexandria. \irginia, Septemiher t9,,9 .
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a more tenuIous concept that is correspondlingly hardier to quantify
and report in meaningful terms. However, given the importance of
sustainment to wartime success, it seems- worthwhile to pursue a
more advanced capability in this area.

Lack of a Wartime and Weapon System Perspective

Although the readliness reporting system can function cluring
wartime, there is no convenient, systematic way for planners In
peacetime to project wartime reacliness rates andl thereby obtain an
estimate of sustainahi litv. 1 Clearly' . ex trapolatecl peacetime readi-
ne-zs trencis have no special relevanice inI the context of an intense and
dlemancliing, wartime environment. Meas ures of so ppl 'v conclit ion such
as ROSup andl DOSup are more useful, hut they- too Suffer from signif-
icant flaws. Although they tendl to he correlatedl to susztainabilitv, the
connection is not always reliable. High values of ROSup and DOSup
can mask shortfalls of a few key-, items which 1) themselves might be
enough to seriously constrain overall EMC. Moreover, as Class IX
item-orientedl measures, they' cannot he tiedl to indlividuial weapon
systems; this miax' limit their appeal andl us efulness to Combat com-
manclers.

Stipp],y vs. Other Functional Areas

Many- Curr-ent planinlg tools are hased on inat hem at ical inventory
mod0(els of Class IX supply. Although supply is central to sustain-

menPlt, it is overly Simplistic to viewx all problems andl potential solu1-
tions purelyv in those terms. Many appar-ent supply problems can be
blamedi equal ly on a lack of capacity or i'esponsiveness in other areas
such as maintenance andl transpoirtation. Simi larly, miany wvoith-
while solutions can involv-e improvements in nons~upply functions. To
the extent that modlels fail to recognize or accom modlate such tradle-
off t he~v rttrict the ability (ai id perhaps the iliclinationl of planne-
to fullYi-i- them,

1 mi. i- n1W to -mIY that nonsupplY funrctions ale entirelyv i,,,nom-ed. A
()f, plari in tools 811(1 l~i~i lilt inas lIre exist InI thes4e am-

H'l owev.er. it is not eniough, to considle supplyv. niainte-

W :i i, k ofa qruerct' of rdi dnk--p w c J1 inr.l- r t COw I- of 3 wart ime

:Uh ) i?(iLd)(1'E' P'lanning 1~- w of i."LJ-i'- lI 'its Evl u1:i(I nod'. for

in Irr ' ;. -q lct' ;I! ogiI'-I (lc lI i mafo'k r lf .! andMos -ro
cr 'vtri ii itv aod',ni-ni- icq nen'.r!jn '()I.(-Or ! w'i .r'ilI"i o'o- ~ r
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nance, transportation, and other fuinctions in a piecemieal fashion. It
is their interaction and integration that arc im1portant to achitvNing
suistainmient goals. A uinifying tool is needed.

Requirements vs. Assessment

The quiestionl of logistic recliriements is a fuindamnental one: Mhat re-
souirces are needed to suistain the comnbat force for the durat ion of its
mnisszion? A mnmber of uisefuil tools have been developed to help plan-
ners examiine this SubIjUCt. iT Howev-er, none is well adapted foir a"-
sessmnent puirposes. Specifically, the tools do not directly- address the
quiest ion of how well a comibat force can be suistained with the re-
sotirccs at hand. Moreover, becauise of' the general lack of an appro-
priate theoretical foundation, these tools tend to be suipply-oriented.
That is, they compuite suipply, requiremients based on fixed es~timiates
of capacity- and performiance in nonstipplv, fuinctions. As we hav-e ar-
,-tied, howev-er, planning soluitions need not be confined to changes in
asset lvs.They' can involve a mnix of assets, struictuires, and poli-
cie-z. Tool, that can assess a v-aiety- of mnixesz wouild be helpful be-
C,%cise planners are often confronted by- a limited ai-rav, of options, and
puire suipply soluitions are not always feasible. timelY. or affordable."'

Uncertainty and Adaptation

A recognition of the inevitability of uinforeseen ev-ents is e-sential in
suistainmient planning-. So too is an appreciation for the potential

I t'. .~hn,'1,U.S ArmIo-Ko 1 vilhl t rn Agonov., New Pe ind 'nn-
,;iaa Niovtir 1 9,7- lPOLO"GU Fn I? .....J. i-<F o;oi r 'r"

.Janua~rx 9, ' %. n l OLOGUEl&5'vl Mod'i tIscrs .11ir7nhio!, .S, Anne .Loli~tlt
L\:iliI~tt on Ap\cy\ t itn~r. Nenw Clnh- Lind. litox

SZESANME I ctcd EInt;aYiJ(n toa ckglp fir .xAvh111ill: 'Noch''i fr ex'nmpl.
frcuet lpon tlhe proVx10I inigrc It ;or it uoiaioida in budge t
forecnisting and to compute (jass IX t:ockna:e le%(.1 obhe' iv 1,r h i c lled an-d
nationmi-lev( organizattins. I.U(NET Logistics Data Nctwork dd it a r.Ing of

rf nuro ca tegnri inc Iu di ng (laI IXI fu.]1 a r"n "u1 t ; : I tL )d t ht (:i cll
t~oo.~vts P n-d how to 11alanc -ot aQcr-r tnit' p'ir to0 o:xn and

C'r. parc:s expected con 1utnp1tiol If ro-oLPrci. toatiIt a
AM~rC P~amphlet 700-,'; Fscfrs (;:,oh fip the. aII i . t o o

A? rC;/i aI) :t %1 Mcfhor IS.X.S!-.\bl' Hearlqaartt I 1-' S, .1~n Mtcr- Crnnand.
\Ixnaldriaitiita JulY i952;. and The Locistics I:-: .*ro.-i LO(;NiT '

* oR I ti in Agency, New Culllhtr:;and. Apn\i:nt \ril 19,7.

!If tiwin 1n it Can be dexel :itd. aI ottitit-dinl sl r:irol nirdel wo uldl
thepa 11wertal inltru:llcnt. I nltil tihen. thce is a ri : t r hu'h sic-ciln~a

it 'ant a ttid l ttd r. 1: 11a t n Irodil t .~ a 1) 1V L 1 I - ' ill, t wl!-
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benefits of various adaptive strategies when such events occur. No
planning tool can account for every source of uncertainty; indeed, by
their very nature, many of these sources are unknowable in advance.
Planners must cope by extending their assessments to include as
many contingencies as time will allow. In doing so, they might at
least establish reasonable bounds on expected future performance.
Also, they might be able to devise support structures, policies, and as-
set allocation rules that are robust in the face of uncertainty (i.e., that
seem to offer consistently satisfactory performance across a broad
spectrum of possible scenarios).

The scope of adaptation is scarcely smaller than that of uncertainty.
Although planners cannot be expected to anticipate every form of im-
provisation that will occur, they must at least be aware of a number
of commonly practiced measures. 19 A thorough assessment of such
adaptations under a variety of conditions can reveal their respective
advantages and limitations and provide a good sense of where and
when they are most likely to offer a high payoff. Even if used infre-
quently, an established "menu" of adaptations can improve the effec-
tiveness and timeliness of wartime logistics execution.

The need for an exploratory approach to account for uncertainty and
adaptation means that planning tools must be flexible, easy to use,
and fairly fast. If planners at all echelons of the logistics system had
access to such tools, they would be able to conduct relevant exercises
in a routine, everyday fashion. Models that are rigidly structured,
extremely detailed, and slow to run have limited value in such a con-
text. Despite their strengths in representing many different facets of
the logistics system, they are better suited for other purposes. 20

19 Examples include cross-leveling, or the redistribution of assets among units;
controlled exchange, or the removal of serviceable components from an already
unserviceable end item to facilitate the repair of another end item; and sharing of
maintenance capability when one unit is overburdened and another is not.

2 0 The Total Logistics Readiness and Sustainability (TLRS) model is a case in point.
It is unparalleled in its depiction of logistic resources and processes. However, TLRS is
also very complex, data-intensive, and slow; it operates on a two-year cycle in
conjunction with the OMNIBUS exercise, which evaluates the Army's ability to
prosecute a war in accordance with the scenarios specified in the Defense Planning
Guidance. See Total Logistics Readiness and Sustainabilitv 1991 (TLRS 91): Vol. 1-
Methodology, U.S. Army Logistics Evaluation Agency, New Cumberland, Pennsylvania,
January 1990.
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THE NEED FOR ENHANCED SUSTAINABILITY
ASSESSMENT

Assessment is an important part of sustainment planning, which in
turn is an important contributor to combat capability. Although the
Army has developed useful planning tools in a number of related ar-
eas, all of them have significant shortcomings when applied to sus-
tainability assessment. The Army needs a tool specifically designed
for sustainability assessment that brings with it an orientation to-
ward wartime support and weapon system management, an inte-
grated view of logistics echelons and functions, and the flexibility to
consider different forms of uncertainty and adaptation. The remain-
der of this report describes the VISION (Visibility of Support Options)
Assessment System and its suitability for Army needs.

Organization of This Report

Section 2 presents the objectives and characteristics of the VISION
Assessment System (VAS) and identifies the types of planning for
which it would seem to be appropriate. Section 3 describes its pro-
posed mode of operation and summarizes its data requirements and
primary output products. Section 4 lists several research issues
which must be resolved before full system implementation can be un-
dertaken. Section 5 recommends the development of prototypes to
test the principles of VAS and to explore the feasibility of implemen-
tation by the Army. Appendix A provides a brief overview of the
VISION project (of which VAS is but a part). Appendix B outlines the
principal characteristics of the Dyna-METRIC model, which is the
chief methodological component of VAS.
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tion) that sustain such activity. 3 Weapon system availability rates
are projected over time as a function of the level of demand and the
potential (or lack thereof) of the logistics system to deliver needed
support. The VAS approach can be applied to any type of operational
scenario. Its flexibility allows planners to explore a wide variety of
cases, including those dynamic situations that clearly lie beyond the
scope of trend analysis.

Wartime and Weapon System Orientation

Although planning is largely a peacetime activity, the primary focus
of VAS remains on wartime issues and performance. This perspective
accounts for its emphasis on sustainability rather than readiness
alone. In addition, the Dyna-METRIC model has been designed to
deal with several important aspects of combat operations, including:

" Dynamic operating tempos optempos to represent the uneven
pace of battle

" Time-varying, force-specific weapon system availability goals to
represent differential support obliectives

" Attrition of end items

" Battle damage and repair of Class IX items.

Beyond having a wartime orientation, VAS is intended to improve the
operational relevance of the measures used in sustainment plan-
ning-hence, its attention to weapon system availability. 4 From the
standpoint of combat capability, planning projections expressed in
terms of weapon system availability are more meaningful than such
intermediate, item-related measures as ROSup and DOSup. Because
they are more likely to be understandable and useful to combat com-
manders, they may increase the visibility of logistics considerations
during operations planning.

3 See App. B for a description of the Dyna-METRIC model
4 Improving operational relevance in this regard is a long-standing goal of the

Department of Defense and the Army. See, for example. .,'coidanr' Item Weapon
System Management. Concept and Implementation Plans, Department of Defense.
April 1986; Army lmI'lemientation of the I)DD Weapon S\%stem .Ahooo~emeot Action Plan.
Department of the Army, Assistant Secretary for Installatinr and Logistics, March
1986: and A scss~g Sustalahiht:% The Report of the SAstslz tv .-\sessment Task
Force, Department of Defense, Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense Production
and Logistics . Decembher 19S4
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Multi-Echelon, Multi-Functional Structure

The size and complexity of the Army's logistics system and the poten-
tial diversity of ad hoc contingency support concepts require that as-
sessment tools be able to represent a wide variety of structures. VAS
provides such flexibility. It allows planners to tailor their analyses
with respect to the number of echelons of logistic activity, the degree
of connectivity among echelons and units, and the functional capabil-
ities (e.g.. supply, maintenance, transportation) of each unit.5

This integrated view of echelons and functions is an important ele-
ment of sustainment planning. An examination of a single unit or
echelon may overlook such significant conditions as unexpected re-
source shortfalls at lower echelons or the availability of extra backup
capacity at higher echelons. Similarly, a piecemeal evaluation of
functions may fail to capture the crucial interactions that determine
the overall level of support that can be provided to the combat force.
\With VAS, planners will not only be able to detect weaknesses in
specific areas-they will also be able to assess the effects of improve-
ments in those areas on total system performance. Furthermore,
VAS can help planners to identifv worthwhile tradeoffs across eche-
]ons and functions and to realign capabilities accordingly.

Recognition of Uncertainty and Adaptation

VAS addresses the problem of planning under uncertainty in two
ways. First, it is designed to be faster, more flexible, and easier to
use than large and complex tools like TLRS. Although these at-
tributes may spell some compromise in terms of model detail, they
improve the ability of VAS to serve as a regular adjunct to sustain-
ment planning at all echelons. If planners were to use VAS routinely
to examine the implications of scenario variations and alternative
support concepts. they would naturally be accounting for uncertainty
in those areas. The greater the breadth of their exploration (even if
conducted informally,, the better their sense of how the logistics sys-
tem might perform in an uncertain future. Finally, in consequence of
this style of planninK and assessment, planners may be more likely to
find-and appreciate-robust solutions.

-Desp;te its relat ivelv rich perspective, it, is still possible to envision support
structures thaI: exceed the represen ta!.:nal powers of Dyna-METRIC see App. B for a
descrlpt:or "1 m ,del lim:tati o's. M reiover. in some instances, users are required to
exerc;se spec;al ingnuiyin t rder o0 depict complex structures There is certainly
rfml f,,r p vme ri i ii r:i'.er genraili,%atin if the model in this regard.
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Second. VAS deals with uncertainty from the standpoint of modeling
methodology. Dyna-METRIC is a stochastic (rather than determinis-
tic) model. That is, it incorporates elements of' randomness into all
major processes; for instance, it allows the use of highly variable de-
mand patterns, random repair and transportation times, and repair
cycle times that are affected by workload congestion and queueing. In
practical terms, this approach means that model outputs are not sim-
ply point estimates; they also include confidence bounds that give an
idea of the variability of projected performance. Such measures can
be important when evaluating risk and comparing the robustness of
different strategies.

No treatment of uncertainty is complete without due consideration of
the adaptations that are (or can be) employed in response to unfore-
seen circumstances. Recognizing the role of adaptation is important
in two respects. First, if some measures e.g.. controlled exchange)
are commonlv taken whenever difficulties arise, then planners must
acknowledge that fact and account for the mitigating effect of such
measures on otherwise poor projected performance. If a potential
problem appears to be readily surmountable by means of adaptation,
there is less reason to worry about it from a planning perspective-
particularly if other problems seem to be more difficult to resolve.
Second. by identifying a number of' adaptations and assessing their
effects under various hypothetical conditions, planners can prepare
for situations in which they might he used to advantage. When the
.'right" sort of problem actually emerges,. logisticians will have a
better notion of what steps to pursue.

With VAS, planners are able to examine a range of adaptations, in-
cluding controlled exchange, cross-leveling, lateral maintenance sup-
port between units at the same echelon, and prioritized maintenance
and distrihition, Ilowever. it must be noted that here, as in the area
of uncertainty, the capabilties of VAS represent only a beginning.
\'AS can be a unique and valuable tool. but it by no means an ulti-
mate one. Even if it is implemented in the near future, its develop-
ment and refinement must continue as new ideas are brought for-
ward.

EXPLOITATION OF ENHANCED INFORMATION SYSTEMS

One of the principal goals of the overall VISION pro 'ject is to make
better Ose of information to guide logistics planning and execution.
VISION and hence \'AS therefore goes hand in hand with the
Armv's o,,iog onha ncment of St madard Army Management
Informat ion Systems STAMISes. Amon- ( t her improvements. these
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systems will provide more timely updating and wider accessibility of
basic catalogue data and greater visihility of the current status of lo-
gistic resources. Progress to date is reflected in such initiatives as the
Objective Supply Capability OSC, formerly the Objective Supply
System), Total Asset Visibility T'AV), the Standard Army
Maintenance System (SAMS1, and the Standard Army Retail Supply
System iSARSS.

Of course, the availability of accurate, up-to-date information is valu -
able only to the extent that it is properly exploited. If it is to have a
significant, positive effect on decisionmaking. it must be comple-
mented by the use of' suitable deci-ion support tools. VAS would be
such a to~ol. By integating data from different STl.\iSes within a
unified representation of the support l)1rC'es-. VAS offers planners
new capabilities for projecting, lo , 'stics perforrmance. identifying prm1 -
lems, and developing timely solutions.

POTENTIAL USERS AND USES

VAS is a broadly applicable tool aimed at sustainment planners
throughout the Army. Sustainment plannin. occurs at many eche-
lons: it is practiced by divisions and corps as well as by such nati ma I-
level organizations as AM('. CAS( 'O.M. and Oi)('Sl.OG 'and, in the
joint defense community but still of intere~t to the Armv. by the
Defense l.ogistics Agency and the t'.S. Transportation Command.
among othersi. At the field user level, primary use,'s of VAS may
include the G4 ia command's principal staff officer for logisticsj and
the Assistant Chief of Staff for Materiel ACSMAT, and Materiel
Management Center (MMC1 of the attached :upport coma nd.- At

the national level, primary users maly include \Weapon System
Managers \VSSs Program Project Managers PMs. the Materiel
Managemnt and tReadiness Directorates of AM( and its Major
Subordinate cmmmands IS('s.', and developers of logistics concepts
and doctrin. Soime, potenti ,les of V:kS t different echelons are
suggested below.

v,,i i. Inn-vative "F1),,1.3 .I:' . c .., ' ':m :; D .,.:ni r,. - ,-. Th;,.'',: "'

t'.. f..I. ro''.t .S \r' v '' ',.1 I., i-. - 'i, ' ' Ivr. Vir.ginia. IatF,:'!
1.990: and C',lh.t s,'"r ' wo' ' *rlq) ' r M A l A' r: v ('
Ar -' Support ('o mnnard. I-' I..,.. \'i ' m.,J;. u;t'y 19".

'Support crommands ,l' c.''('ilv m- -i it' c.., ''''' . i'.lv f1. t y
,, % It. Th us. we hav%-, rDivi-,,n Supp,rt C',,nm n d ICS'LM ',rp- su~pp,,:-,

M .MC " ay t-~tlul b, , .:. I-, I).%1%1{ '. CNMC".: A.\M .N "
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Division and Corps Level Applications

At corps level and below, planners generally focus on short scenarios.
In time-sensitive planning situations, the period of interest is likely to
be only a few days at most. Here, the relevant questions concern the
ability of logistics units to sustain weapon system availability in ac-
cordance with the combat commander's objectives, the proper disposi-
tion of scarce assets, the identification of potential problems, and the
types and quantity of support to request from higher levels.8

During deliberate planning, planners may wish to explore a broader
range of scenarios. These could include an assortment of brief (a few
days long) vignettes intended to lay the groundwork for time-sensitive
planning in the future. The objectives of such an exercise might be to
assess sustainability, devise contingency asset allocation strategies,
and identify likely areas of shortfall in a variety of different combat
and support environments (e.g., highly mobile vs. static, armor-
intensive vs. aviation-intensive, or mature theater vs. austere
theater). Longer scenarios (perhaps ranging in duration from 15 to
30 days) could be used to address the same issues from the standpoint
of a more protracted conflict. In addition, these might provide a con-
text for evaluating the viability of new support concepts (e.g., the
Battlefield Maintenance System (BMS) alternative to the traditional
organizational/DS/GS structure), the robustness of different resource
mixes (e.g., spares in a divisional Authorized Stockage List (ASL)),
and related topics. 9

8These topics are among the critical information needs of the corps G4, the CMMC
commander, and the COSCOM ACSMAT, as reported in a study by the U.S. Army
Logistics Evaluation Agency (LEA). This study also encompasses areas that lie
somewhat beyond the scope of VAS, including unit recovery and reconstitution. See
Requirements Determination for SAMS-2 and SAMS-3 at the Corps and Theater Levels,
U.S. Army Logistics Evaluation Agency, New Cumberland, Pennsylvania, October
1989.

9Both BMS and ASL stockage policy are important issues of the day. BMS is an
outgrowth of the Army's new ALB-F warfighting doctrine. It is described in
Operational Concept for the Battlefield Maintenance System (BMS), U.S. Army
Ordnance Center and School, Draft TRADOC PAM 525-XX, Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Maryland, August 1990. ASLs are receiving greater attention because of the move
toward stock funding of previously "free issue" Class IX assets; this initiative will
oblige units to operate within a spare parts budget and may lead them to be more
conservative in their approach to provisioning and other aspects of materiel
management. For a discussion of stock funding, see K. L. Moore, "Stock Funding of
Depot-Level Reparables," Army Logistician, July-August 1991, pp. 2-6.
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Theater, MACOM, and Task Force Level Applications

Between divisions corps and the national level are theaters, Major
Commands IMACOMs , and-in consequence of the ctirrent orienta-
tion toward regional contingencies-task forces. Planners at this
echelon have many interests in common with their lower-level coun-
terparts, but their planning horizons tend to be significantly longer
and they face a greater variety of issues. Scenario durations are apt
to be measured in weeks rather than days and to cover entire opera-
tions and campaigns rather than single engagements. The expanded
scope of theater-level planning introduces such variables as the need
to receive and support deploying units, the availability of preposi-
tioned assets and other types of war reserve materiel, the establish-
ment of resupply links from CONUS, and the capabilities of depot-
level repair. VAS can help planners synthesize such complex and
disparate information and relate it to the measure of greatest rele-
vance-the sustainability of the combat force.

To a large degree, VAS applications in theater-level planning are the
same as those in division- and corps-level planning. That is, VAS can
be exercised against different scenarios to assess sustainability, com-
pare asset allocation strategies, identify potential problems, and point
the way toward actions to reduce weaknesses and improve robust-
ness. In this last regard, however, theater-level planners have a
wider selection of policies and options to consider, especially during
deliberate planning. They might be concerned with the costs and
benefits of alternative structural design concepts (e.g., SRAs or dedi-
cated transportation systems), the merits of formal allocation and re-
alhocation (i.e., cross-leveling) rules applied on a theaterwide basis,
and the need for extensive deployment of depot-level resources (e.g.,
CONUS depot personnel, contractors, and specialized test equipment)
into the theater during wartime.10 The flexibility and integrated
perspective of VAS can help planners investigate complicated issues
of this sort in an objective and systematic fashion.

l°By way of illustration, a previous Arrovo Center study suggested that large gains
in Ml tank availability could be achieved by modifving the theater support structure
for certain high-tech components. Under one alternative, the projected gain within a
single corps amounted to an additional 450 FMC tanks at the conclusion of a 120-day
wartime scenario. The cost to obtain an equivalent result by boosting stock levels was
estimated to be $232 million as compared to a cost of less than $10 million to
implement the enhanced support structure. That research is reported in Berman et al.,
1988. For a similar analysis involving the At!-64 helicopter, see M. L. Robbins, M. B.
Berman, D. W. McIver, W. E Mooz, and J. F. Schank, Developing Robust Support
Structures for High -Tech nology Subsystem s: The At!-64 Apache thelicopter, RAND,
R-3678-A, forthcoming.
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National-Level Applications

The potential users of VAS at the national level are a more diverse
group than those in the field. Similarly, the range of applications at
the national level is somewhat broader. We consider five areas in
which VAS might be useful:

" Sustainment planning for contingency operations
" Development of support doctrine for the future Army
" Assessment of cost-reduction strategies and their implications
" Systematic reporting of unit sustainability
* Evaluation of the discrepancies between planned and actual per-

formance.

Contingency planning. In the past, national-level organizations
such as AMC were usually regarded as being renote from the combat
force. Their wartime role was thought to be one of filling mass requi-
sitions at the end of a long (in time, as well as distance) chain of sup-
porting activities. Today, the realities of regional contingencies may
be changing that perspective. In the case of limited operations in
less-developed areas of the world, the Army may choose to minimize
the deployment of logistics units and rely instead upon very
responsive support from CONUS. Alternatively, the opposite may
occur, and there may be a strong push to move national-level assets
(e.g., depot repair capability) into the theater of operations. In either
instance, the role of .AMC and its MSCs could come to resemble
"direct" support more closely than ever before.

A greater proximity to the combat force implies a greater need to
participate in the sustainment planning process. AMNIC and its MSCs
(and WSMs in particular) may wish to become better acquainted with
such topics as planned optempos, weapon system availability goals,
and field-level logistic resources and capabilities. With tools like VAS
to help them interpret this sort of information, these organizations
might develop a clearer picture of their potential for sustaining the
force and the types of actions that could help them improve their day-
to-day posture. Finally, since most contingencies cannot be expected
to involve the entire combat force, VAS can help such users as WSMs
and ODCSLOG to remain sensitive to overall status. When
extraordinary actions are contemplated to support a contingency task
force (e.g., radical changes in prioritization, diverting of assets, and
extensive cross-leveling), VAS can provide early insights into the
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effects on the sustainability of both the engaged and nonengaged
forces.

Doctrinal development. The Army is currently in a state of flux
with regard to such fundamental issues as its mission, size, and
warfighting doctrine. In this uncertain environment, CASCOM is
shaping the concepts and doctrine that will govern field-level logistic
support in the future. Although much of this endeavor lies beyond
the scope of VAS, planners at CASCOM might nevertheless benefit
from adding it to their arsenal of tools. VAS can lend further quanti-
tative weight to debates concerning the effect on sustainability of new
structural arrangements (e.g., BMS); the advantages and disadvan-
tages of widespread "stovepipe" initiatives (e.g., SRAs and special-
purpose transportation systems): and the additional margin of per-
formance offered by routine rather than intermittent use of controlled
exchange, cross-leveling, and similar policies.

Cost-reduction strategies. The full array of strategies for reducing
support costs are again beyond the scope of VAS. However, VAS can
still be used to explore certain segments of this problem. A simple
analysis might be to estimate the reduction in sustainability due to
varying levels of cuts in Class IX inventories. Quantitative expres-
sions of such tradeoffs are apt to be informative and helpful to key de-
cisionmakers. To extend this case, VAS might also be used to assess
tradeoffs among logistic resources. For instance, can large invest-
ments in spare parts be avoided by smaller investments in mainte-
nance capacity or flexibility? What are the payoffs of expedited pro-
curement mechanisms in terms of reduced procurement quantities'?
Can modest expenditures for dedicated transportation assets create
more substantial savings in terms of reduced stockage of high-cost
items? How would such tradeoffs affect the robustness of the logistics
system?

Sustainability reporting. VAS gives planners the means to assess
sustainability in a routine fashion. Its regular use could enable unit
sustainability to be monitored and reported through the same chan-
nels (i.e., via MRSA and the RIDB) that are now used to transmit
monthly unit readiness reports." 1 Ultimately. sustainability could
play an equal role with readiness in determining a unit.s C-rating
under the Unit Status Reporting System. 12The addition of a sus-

1 ')f course, appropriate measurement criteria would first have to be established

This is a matter for further deliberation.
t2The Air Force uses outputs from its Weapon System Management Information

System (WSMISi Sustainability Assessment Module [SAM, fo)r this purpose For a
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tainability ranking would motivate logisticians to identify and correct
problems beyond those made apparent through readiness deficiencies.
WSMs or the MSC Readiness (and Sustainability?) Directorates could
serve as focal points for coordinating such efforts. In addition, RIDB
outputs could be augmented to include information (extracted from
VAS) that would guide their activities.

Planned vs. actual performance. Many decisions concerning the
future support of a weapon system are necessarily made early in its
life cycle (often before production and fielding) and are perforce based
on very preliminary performance data. For example, inventory levels
may be calculated and maintenance facilities sized according to engi-
neering estimates of demand rates, maintenance task distributions
(MTD), and repair times. Unsurprisingly, these data often turn out to
be substantially different from later field experience. Too often, how-
ever, there is no attempt to update the data, revisit the original sup-
port concept, or determine the consequences of such discrepancies in
terms of sustainability. VAS might help the PM or WSM to gauge the
sensitivity of a support concept to future departures from initial
planning assumptions. Subsequently, if monitoring of actual data re-
veals discrepancies beyond a certain tolerance level, logisticians can
take steps to realign the support system accordingly.' 3

procedural description, see AF Regulation 55-15, Unit Reporting of Resources and
Training Status, Headquarters, Department of the Air Force, Washington, D.C.,
November 1986. WSMIS/SAM incorporates an earlier version (since updated) of the
Dyna-METRIC model embedded in VAS. See Dynamics Research Corporation, WSMIS
Sustainabilitv Assessment Module (SAM, D087C Functional Description, Appendix B,
Andover, Massachusetts, April 1991.

1 3This concept was originally proposed in R. Pyles and Lt. Col. R. Tripp, Measuring

and Managing Readiness: The Concept and Design of the Combat Support Capability
Management System, RAND, N-1840-AF, April 1982.



3. OPERATION OF THE VISION
ASSESSMENT SYSTEM

In this section, we move from a conceptual discussion to an examina-
tion of some practical aspects of using VAS in sustainment planning.
First, we present the rationale for operating VAS as a collection of
similar but distinct modules tailored to the circumstances of their
various users. Next, we describe the basic input-output structure of
VAS and consider its place in the cycle of operations and logistics
planning. Finally, we review its principal data requirements and de-
scribe some typical output reports.

THE ADVANTAGES OF MULTIPLE VAS MODULES

As outlined in See. 2, VAS has the potential to assist planners at
echelons ranging from the division to the national level. However, re-
sponsibilities and perspectives-and hence, planning needs-can dif-
fer widely within this spectrum of users. For example, in comparison
with organizations at higher echelons, a Division Materiel Man-
agement Center (DMMC) may have a relatively specific and short-
term view of support requirements. Moreover, it may tend to focus
upon the lower levels of the maintenance system forganizational and
DS) and just one source of supply (the division's ASI. In contrast, a
national-level WSM is likely to face issues that are less detailed but
broader in scope. He must be concerned with all levels of
maintenance (adding GS, depot, and contractor to the DMMC view)
and multiple sources and categories of supply. He must also address
a greater variety of support functions (e.g., transportation and pro-
curement). Finally, the WSM is apt to be more interested in long-
term structural design, support policy, and resource allocation strate-
gies.

Given the diversity of its intended users and uses. the notion of VAS
as a single, monolithic system has little intuitive appeal. We believe
that the needs of planners would better be served by a limited set of
variations, each based on the central VAS concept but equipped with
features aimed at addressing a particular range of applications. This
approach would allow a useful degree of specialization and eliminate
the encumbrance of unneeded system capabilities.' Determining the

1A similar design concept has been applied to a number of STAMISes e4g. SAMS

and SARSS'.

25
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ideal number of VAS variations is a matter for additional study, but a
total of, say, three-corresponding to the division/corps, the-
ater,MACOM/task force, and national levels-might come close to
striking a reasonable balance between specialization and overprolif-
eration.

Each VAS variation will be designed to support a specific group of
users. In turn, each user will have his own module-in effect, a dedi-
cated "copy" of VAS-to use as he wishes. Within A.MC, for instance,
the WSMs for the M1 tank and the AH-64 helicopter may have their
own copies of the national-level variation of VAS. Operation of VAS
in this decentralized, modular fashion recognizes the possible geo-
graphical and temporal dispersion of users. It will facilitate routine
and informal planning activities. Individual planners will be able to
structure assessments according to their own needs and assumptions,
and to conduct analyses within the scope and time frames of their
own choosing. VAS modules cannot remain completely independent
of one another, however. Hierarchical linkages will be necessary to
permit the passage of critical information needed to coordinate in-
terechelon support. Moreover, there will be a common need among
users for certain types of catalogue data (e.g., demand rates); limited
centralization of such data may be appropriate.

BASIC STRUCTURE OF VAS

Although VAS variations and modules may differ somewhat in capa-
bilities, all share the same basic structure in terms of classes of input
data and output reports. As shown in Fig. 3.1, both operational and
logistic sources are tapped to construct a VAS database.

Operational data originate with the mission statement and command-
er's guidance. Depending on the planning context, this data may-
reflect the contents of conceptual COAs, partially or fully developed
OPLANs. or even actual operation orders OPORDERsL.2 In the
VISION framework, it will be a logistics command and control func-
tion to gather the data in raw form, interpret and quantify it in terms
that can easily be related to demand for logistic resources, and

2These examples are drawn from a highly simplified view of operations planning.
Typically, several alternative COAs are evaluated in terms of their respective strengths
and limitations (accounting for both combat outcomes and supportabilityl. The most
promising is chosen as the basis for an OPI.AN. The implementation of an OPLAN
(sometimes preceded by last-minute reevaluation and modification) occurs in an
OPORDER. Even after an operation commences, however, the need for orgeing
assessment of sustainability remains.
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OPERATIONS PLANNING LOGISTICS PLANNING

Commander's guidance Support structure

Proposed COA Support policies

OPLAN. OPORDER Resource allocation

OPERATIONAL DATA LOGISTIC DATA
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Weapon system availability goals Asset position

DYNA-METRIC

(Logistics capability
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Weapon system availability

Optempo profile

Potential problems

Fig. 3.1-Basic Structure of VAS

transmit it to all relevant VAS modules. Key operational data ele-
ments are the composition of the supported force, its expected attri-
tion rates and optempos, and its weapon system availability goals.

A major objective of logistics planning is to identify the support con-
cept-comprising structures, policies, and resources-that is best
suited to sustaining the combat force in an uncertain future. VAS. of
course, is intended to help planners assess and choose among differ-
ent alternatives. The logistic data used by VAS are selected accord-
ing to the particular concept under consideration. Some important
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data elements include component failure characteristics, maintenance
and transportation performance under the given structural and policy
assumptions, and Class IX asset positions.

The two categories of data are used to drive Dyna-METRIC, a sophis-
ticated logistics capability assessment model that projects future
weapon system availability rates as a function of operational scenario
and logistic resources. 3 In addition to generating availability projec-
tions, Dyna-METRIC estimates the extent to which other operational
goals (such as sustainment of planned optempos) can be supported.
Moreover, it identifies potential performance-limiting problems in
terms of the type, severity, and timing of resource shortfalls.

The input-output structure of VAS accommodates an iterative plan-
ning process, as depicted in Fig. 3.2. If operational plans and goals
are projected to be supportable with a sufficiently high degree of con-
fidence, the process may terminate immediately with acceptance
(and, if appropriate, execution) of those plans. Otherwise, planners
may begin to explore adaptive strategies aimed at redressing poten-
tial deficiencies. Clearly, the scope of such adaptations is governed by
the situation at hand. In a peacetime, deliberate planning environ-
ment, it might be conceivable even to redesign fundamental logistics
doctrine. 4 In a time-sensitive setting, however, adaptations may be
limited to such "quick and dirty" actions as cross-leveling critical as-
sets, temporarily expanding maintenance or transportation capacity,
or obtaining emergency assistance from neighboring or higher-echelon
units. Note that it is also possible to conclude that a given COA or
OPLAN is unsupportable by any means. This could lead to adapta-
tions to the original operations concept; for instance, a planned attack
could be scaled back to conserve resources or delayed to allow
improvements in logistics postLire. 5 The effects of different adapta-
tions may be represented by suitable modifications to the VAS
database (e.g., adjusting asset positions, reducing certain mainte-
nance or transportation times, or lowering planned optempos). Their
consequences can then be assessed and compared through additional
VAS runs. If necessary, these "what if' excursions could continue for
many cycles.

"See App. R for a more detailed description of the Dyna-METRIC model.
4A good example is CASCOM's development of BMS in response to the strenuous

demands associated with supporting ALB-F.
5A more extensive discussion of this interaction between operations and logistics

planning may be found in S. C. Moore, J. P. Stucker, and J. F. Schank, Wartime Roles
and Capabilities for the Unified Logistics Staffs, RAND, R-3716-JCS, forthcoming.
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Fig. 3.2-Ilterative Planning Process with VAS
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DATA REQUIREMENTS

As indicated in the preceding discussion, VAS uses both operational
and logistic data. Different variations modules may have different
requirements in terms of scope tfor instance, a division ma- not nPPd
to know about long-term theater war plans, but the general nature of
the data is common to all modules.

Operational Data

VAS assumes that component demands occur in direct proportion to
optempo (e.g., operating hours, miles driven. or rounds fired).
Therefore, even though it does not directly address combat outcomes,
VAS does require certain types of information about the combat force
in order to compute its expected support needs. The following items
of operational data are used:

. Force composition

. Expected attrition rates

. Expected combat postures or optempos

. Weapon system availability goals.

These quantities may be constant (r may vary over time; in the latter
case, their values must be specified over the entire course of the sce-
nario in question.

The composition of a force refers to the number of weapon systems
assigned to it (M1, M2, AH-64, etc.) and to the number for density) of
end items of each kind. Planned mid-scenario changes (for instance,
those due to the arrival of reinforcements or to disengagement by a
part of the force.) can be reflected.

Changes in force composition resulting from attrition losses are han-
dled explicitly by the model. Loss rates are expressed as a percentage
of the remaining force per day. In the event that replacements are
held in reserve (i.e., "fillers"), loss rates may be set equal to zero for
that portion of the scenario during which replacements are expected
to remain available.

For planning purposes, it is assumed that a particular combat posture
(e.g., light static defense) equates to a fixed optempo (e.g.. eight
rounds fired per tank per day): hence, either form of input is accept-
able. A simple table look-up scheme can be used to store the mapping
between combat postures and optempos.
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Weapon system availability goals serve two purposes. First, they are

used as yardsticks against which -easure projected performance;
for instance, VAS may report that expected M1 availability at the end

of five days is such that there is only an 18 percent chance of meeting

a goal of 85 percent availability. Second, they form the criteria for

identifying "problem" components -that is. those whose projected

supply postures seem inadequate to support a specified level of per-

formance. In general, as goals becomes more stringent, it becomes
more likely that any given component will constitute a potential prob-

lem.

Operational data may be specified at whatever level of aggregation

the user wishes. A divisional planner, for example, may choose to

treat the entire division as a single unit, with, say, 348 tanks all sub-

ject to an average attrition rate and maintaining an average optempo.

Alternatively, he may increase the level of resolution by breaking the

division down into brigade- or battalion-sized (or even smaller) units,

each with its own operational characteristics. Figure 3.3 shows sam-

ple operational data (which can subsequently be processed into an

output report showing the division's total optempo profile) for a typi-
cal armored division's MI force over a five-day scenario. Note that

the attrition rates imply the availability of replacements sufficient to

offset attrition losses for the first two days; also, note that the second

brigade is augmented by a fresh battalion on day 4.

Logistic Data

The logistic data used by VAS are considerably more extensive and

detailed than the operational data described above. Logistic data

may be divided into three major categories:

" Catalogue data (chiefly component characteristics)

" Performance characteristics of major logistic functions

" Current asset positions.

The attributes of weapon system components are defined in a diverse
set of catalogue data. The full set used by VAS is documented in pub-
lications about Dvna-METRIC.6 Some of the more significant items

6 Sce K. E. Isaacson, P. Boren, C. Tsai, and R. Pylcs, D~vna-METRIC Version 4.:

Modcling Worldwide Logistics Support of Aircraft Componcnts, RAND, R-3389-AF,

May 1988, and K. E. Isaacsnn and P. Boren, Dyna-METR1C Version 5: A Capability

Assessment Model Including Constrained Repair and Management Adaptations, RAND,
R-3612-AF, August 1988.



Scenario Sample

Ui th Armored Division

Weapon system M1ltank Day

1 2 3 4 5

1st Ede 116 116 116 116 116

End tem 'dBde 116 116 I 116 174 174

densitiesI
3rd Boe 116 116 116 116 116

1st Bde 00 00 06 05 05

Attrition rotes 2nd Bde 00 00 10 08 07

3rd Bde 00 00 j 02 02 02

1 st Ede miles driven 5 5 15 15 12

rounds tired 10 10 30 20 20
Oplernpo 'rid Bde mie rvn 6 6 10 1
(daily rates)le rve 61

rounds tired 15 15 30 30 15

3rd Dde miles driven 10 12 5 5 5

rounds tired 20 25 10 10 10

11 DdeBdT 70 70 95 T 90 85
Availability 2nd Dde I 90 90 95 I 95 90
goals lFMC 001I

3rd Ede } 95 95 65 1 65 70

Fig. 3.3-Sample Operational Data

aire discussed here. The most basic data identify components by such
meants as National Stock Number NSNl, nomeniclature, part number,
anrd special-purpose marit enanrce codes. Indenture data specify the
'parornt-childi relationships armng componrents anid include the quan-
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titv of each type of component installed in its next higher assem!y.7

The component demand process is characterized by data that include
peacetime and wartime demand rates, an indicator of the mode of
failure e.g., operating hours, miles driven, or rounds fired), and a
measure of demand rate variability (the variance-to-mean ratio, or
VTMR. The proportions of failed components that are repaired at
different echelons (i.e., the MTD') may also be specified; so too may
the rates at which they are disposed of (declared irreparable and dis-
carded). Component-dependent processing times in various logistics
functions are described by such data as repair time at each echelon
and procurement lead time at the national level.

Maintenance and transportation are the primary l gistics functions
that possess performance characteristics independent oif cmqpnt
identity. Maintenance data include the type and quantity of repair
resources (whether personnel or test equipment, at each Kocatin.
then assigned workloads, their level of availability throughnut tle
scenario, and the extent to which they can operate in deg-Taded mides
of capability At present, transportation performance is described
simply as a set of time lags between locations within the logistics sys-
tem. However, as enhanced represent ations of transport at ion are de-
veloped, it should be possible to use such data as the quantity and
speed of transportation resources and the capacities of individual
links in the network.

Current LRU and SRU asset positions te.g., the number that are ser-
viceable, in repair, and on order) fit within the categor of conpwmont
characteristics, but are discussed separately because they are a far
more unstable variety of data. That is. they are subject tn change on
a continual basis and may fluctuate wildly within a short span (f t ime
tunlike demand rates, for instance, which typically reflect long-term
averages and are updated infrequently. Accurate information about
asset positions is especially crucial in time-sensitive planning and as-
sessment because it is the most relevant descriptor of current supply
posture. Obviously, it is of less concern in deliberate planning, which
tends to use notional representations of distant scenarios and condi-
tions.

7 1.iRe Replaceahle Units I .Rt are maijor comnponcnts that are i'ldyInUred t,Il
directly renoveable fromr the weapon systern. Shop Replaceable Units HSlV are
subconponents indentured to IR's. Bel 'v SRI's are "bit and piece" parts.
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OUTPUT REPORTS

VAS generates a large volume of information which can be manipu-
lated and displayed in different ,vays. Its principal outputs describe
projected weapon system availability over the course of the scenario
and identify those components that are most likely to obstruct the
achievement of specified availability goals.

Figure 3.4 shows a sample weapon system availability report for the
M1 force of a typical armored brigade over a five-day wartime sce-
nario. Availability is expressed in terms of the expected percentage of
the force that will be FMC at the end of each day irepresented by the
solid line). Changes in projected availability over time result frome the
complex interaction of all of the factors discussed aibove-operational
activity. supply posture, the performance of different logistics func-
tions, and so forth. The decline over the first four days. for instance.
might be traced to extremely demanding ()ptempos or inadequate ini-

FMC

100

Scenario Sample Projected
Unit 1s! Bde 60 performance

Weapon system M1 tank

40

20

0 1 2 3 4 5

Day

Erd iem density (including attrition) 116 16 116 109 !03

Ava!Iabdity goal iFMC %) 70 70 95 90 85

Projected FMC o 88 84 69 62 77

Prob {acheve goa,4 99 96 02 01 18

Fig. 3.4-Sample Weapon System Availability Report
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tial spares. SimilarlV, the rise on day 5 might be due to special re-
coverv measures or the arrival of fresh supplies.

Note thot availability gOals may also change over time .see the
broken line in Fig. 3.41, reflecting different sustainment objectives as
the sconario progres-'7 . The prohabilitv of achieving the goal on each
day is determined by the probabilitY distribution of FMC tanks. On
day 5, for example, the expectation is that MI availability will fall
short of the goal by 8 percent (an expected value of 77 percent against
a goal of 85 percent); however, because of statistical variation around
that expected value, there is an 18 percent chance that actual avail-
ability will equal or exceed the goal.

If proiected availability falls unacceptably far below the goal, plan-
ners need to be able to identifv the underlying problems. VAS pro-
duces a ranked list of problem components for each clay of a scenario,
as shown in Fig. 3.5. This list corresponds to day 4 of the scenario
depicted in Fig. 3.4. As indicated in the tipper right-hand corner of
Fig. 3.5, the availability goal for day 4 is 98 FIC tanks (90 percent of
the remaining total of 109 tanks); alternatively, this can be expressed
as 11 !or fewer) non-FMC NFMC, or deadlined) tanks. The listed
components are those whose expected supply postures on day 4 have
a high probability of causing more than 11 tanks to be deadlined.
Each component is iCentified by NSN and nomenclatUrc. Also
specified are its primary repair resource (in this example, the Direct
Support Electrical Systems Test Set (DSESTS) and Thermal Systems
Test Set (TSTSI are shown: the quantitv of assets in different
pipelincs, or stages of processing e.g., in repair, in transit, or on or-
der,, and the total pipeline quantity: and the requisitioning objective
(RO. or stockage level of' the unit's ASI_. The rightmost column re-
ports the expected number of deadlined tanks attributable to each
component's supply status. Fr example, 26 tanks ovs. a goal of 11)
are expected to be deadlined on day 4 because of missing turret
networks boxes. Note that an item may appear on this list even if the
expected number of tanks that it will deadline is below the goal. The
thernial receiver unit of the thermal im'aging system iTIS-TRUt, for
instance, is expected to deadline only 9 tanks: however, by the nature
of its pipeline probability dist ribution, there is a significant likelihood
that it could in fact deadline 11 or more tanks.

gAs our example concern s a ri-4;tde, RO applies to the slice', of the divi-ional ASL
allocated to the hrigade.
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Scenario: Sample Day of scenario: 4

Unit: 1st Bde Availability goal (number FMC): 98

Weapon System: M1 tank Expected number FMC: 68

Repair Expected Pipeline Quantity ASL
NSN Nomenclature Center Repair Transit Order Total RO E(NFMC)

1015-01-076-6688 Turr Net Box DSESTS 15 4 17 36 10 26

5975-01-083-9872 Elec Cont Unit DSESTS 12 6 10 28 6 22

1240-01-074-8946 TIS-ICU TSTS 8 7 10 25 3 22

6110-01-083-5606 Hull Net Box DSESTS 13 5 14 32 19 13

1240-01-074-8947 TIS-TRU TSTS 6 3 5 14 5 9

Fig. 3.5-Sample Problem Components Report

In addition to identifying potential problems, this report gives plan-
ners a sense of problem magnitude and may even suggest strategies
for overcoming them. The most straightforward approach is always
to obtain more spares. In the present example, an increment of 15
turret networks boxes (26 less the NFMC goal of 11) would bring the
expected number of tanks deadlined for that reason near to the de-
sired goal. Of course, additional assets would probably be needed to
provide enough of a safety margin to allow the turret networks box to
be dropped from the list entirely. Alternatively, it might be noted
that three of the five problem components are repaired on the
DSESTS and have large repair pipelines. Planners might surmise
that an increase in DSESTS capacity would ease their supply short-
falls; the benefits of such adaptations as adding another test set or
setting up an extra work shift could then be assessed by modifying
the original VAS database and running Dyna-METRIC anew.



4. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

Before the Army can consider formal, full-scale implementation of
VAS, three fundamental questions must be addressed:

" Is VAS feasible from the standpoint of data requirements and
methodology?

• Does VAS offer benefits that outweigh its expected costs?

" Those benefits aside, is VAS sufficiently usable that planners
throughout the Army will actually use it?

Clearly, if the answer to any one of these questions is strictly nega-
tive, the VAS concept should be either revised or discarded. On the
other hand, if all three can be answered affirmatively, a persuasive
case will have been made for moving forward.

In this section, we discuss several key issues pertaining to the topics
of feasibility, costs vs. benefits, and system usability. Our intent is to
highlight specific areas that call for further study and clarification.
However, we believe that certain initial steps in an incremental de-
velopment plan (e.g., the construction of limited prototypes) need
not-and should not-await definitive results. Indeed, such ex-
ploratory efforts are often integral to the discovery process.

FEASIBILITY

The VAS concept represents a significant extension of the current
system's approach to measuring equipment readiness and sustain-
ability. As such, it warrants careful scrutiny to determine whether it
is feasible-that is, whether it can function properly within the over-
all framework of Army information systems. Two aspects of VAS that
especially distinguish it from the current system are its consumption
of a relatively wide variety of data and its use of a somewhat unfamil-
iar methodology.1 The availability and accessibility of those data and
the suitability of the Dyna-METRIC model form the basis for the
following discussion of feasibility.

1Unfamiliar, that is, to the general Army logisics community. The Dyna-METRIC
model has a history of successful applications in Air Force logistics management. In
recent years, newer versions of Dyna-METRIC have been used to examine Army issues
as well, both by in-house Army organizations and by IRAND's Arroyo Center. See App.
B for further details of these studies.
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Data Availability

As outlined in See. 1, current methods for measuring and reporting
equipment readiness depend only upon direct observation (e.g., of
numbers o.f end items on hand, historical mission capability rates,
and identities of deadlining components). In cont rast., VAS, which at-
tempts to project sustainability in future scenarios, requires a broad
array of descriptive operational and logistic dta. Although these
data needs far exceed those of the readiness reporting system, they
are not unduly burdensome when examined in light of other Arm-
systems and models. For example, SESAME uses similar data to
generate stockage lists and compute requisitioning objectives. 2

Likewise, the p)rtion of TLRS devoted to Class IX analysis draws
upon an extensive and detailed database.'

It is somnewhat reassuring that in terms (f data needs. 'AS is "in the
ballpark" with respect to existing models. Ilowever, for the sake of
completeness, it will still be necessary to identify potential sources (or
a lack thereof, for each VAS (ata element. Such an exercise will un-
doubtedly give rise to questions pertaining to data availability. One
of the most fundamental of these is hW to acquire data that do not
presently exist. Are there channels through which such data could
reasonably be collected? Would those collection efforts he feasible in
terms of processing and communications requirements? Will the data
be sufficiently interesting and valuable that they should be incorpo-
rated into a STAMIS, or should they he ha ndled off-line? From the
standpoint of \AS, an obvious example of a current data deficiency is
the optempo parameter that plays a key role in translating planned
operational activities into demands for logist ic resources. One possi-
ble avenue for gathering and transmittinu optempo data may be the
Combat Service Support Control System 'CSSCS component of the
Army Tactira! Command and Contr! Svstem ,ATCCS .

{ Other ap-
proaches will al..;o he considered in the VISI()N concept relating to
logistics command and cont rol.

In some instances, data needed )V VAS clearly exist but can be found
only in rudiment arV form. Folr example..D MT) parameters are needed
to pr( perlV represent the flow of" unserviceabbh's in a multi-echelon
maitnt(ance structure. At present. these data are not collected ex-
plicitlv. aIthough they can easilv be ini'rred from maintenance

- v. S. L.AAE SE Usr'. (Airm. tS , iv M:.rirl S":tms Analysis Activity.
Ah),rdfn Pr viii: 1",(n und, NtarvLi d, May I9>.

' 7,)., l,; / ., t '. 1,'ad~m '.s rtl.d F .. t:~rt ., l l: Y 91.A "
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records input to SAMS or recorded by Sample Data Collection SDC,
efforts. 5 If VAS is to be implemented, new collection and processing
procedures must also be adopted to provide mTD and similar types of
data.

Another important issue concern, data validity. While the nature of
uncertaint' is such that no data can be regarded as infallible, there
are some cases where data are so clearly suspect that they cannot
reasonably be used. Again. MTD provides a good illustration. These
parameters do exist in current ST:MISes. however, the mai jority
have never been updated from the initial engineering estimates found
in the Provisioning Master Record PMR . In light of equipment
maturation and possible changes in maintenance doctrine and capa-
bilities, these estimates might now differ substantially from actua]
field experience. A more controversial example has to do with asset
visibility. It is widely believed within the national-level materiel
management community that systems such as the Selective Item
Management System-Extended (SIMS-X) are routinely" inaccurate.
Whatever the source, it is essential that such shortcomings be re-
solved in ongoing or planned STA MIS modernization programs.0
Otherwise, the same doubts that afflict the data will naturally extend
to anv' assessments that those data support.

A final issue relates to possible complications due to too tmuclh data
availability. A single data element often has multiple sources, each
containing a different value. Thus, a component's apparent failure
factor may depend upon whether it is extracted from the National
Stock Number Master Data Record 'NSNMDRI or from a Field
Exercise Data Collection FEI)C or SDC database. Similarly, com-
ponent repair time may vary as a function of the reporting channel.
In some cases, even large differences mnay be readilsV u1nderstandable:
for example, NSNMDR failure factors are worldwide averages,
whereas the corresponding FFD( or SDC factors may reflect envi-
ronmental or geographical biases. In other case-. the rationale for
differences may be far more obscure. Should any one source be pre-
ferred? If so, how should that selection be made? And if not. how
should differences be reconciled?"

-8.MJSA's Work Order Logistics File WOLF archives SAMS records for at least two
Vcars and could be the most convenient so'irce for a retrospective xamination of M'I!)
See Wortk Order Logistics Fil,- 'WOLF ( 's'r's Manual, TSAM-C' Materiel Readiness
Support Activity, Lexington, Kent-,cky, December 1989.

('For instance, SLA's TAV initiative is a positive step toward improved svsteinwidt,
asset viihility.

7One of the most useful f'oatr(,s of NM '..-\, Automated Data Validaiion and NcttinLc
(apability Estab!ihmont .AI)VAN(E -v ,: is its ability to prox-idv 5ir el , u
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Data Accessibility

In some VAS applications-for example. long-term, in-depth analyses
of competing structural and policy alternatives-logisticians may en-
joy the luxury of slowly assembling the appropriate databases.
However, VAS is also intended to support sustainment planning and
assessment on a routine and continuing basis. Here, it is not enough
merely to confirm that the data exist; we must also be satisfied that
they are accessible within the time limiLs imposed by the planning
process.

Because STAMISes are not designed with VAS applications in mind,
database assembly is likely to be complicated by the need to tap a
large number of sources. Moreover, some data elements are ex-
tremely fluid e.g., wartime optempo parameters and asset balances)
and demand constant reexamination. To be effective, VAS must in-
clude mechanisms that allow critical data to be collected, processed,
transmitted, and updated in a timely fashion and in accordance with
the needs of individual users. Each of these steps should be defined
in terms of its required frequency, its responsible agent, and the na-
ture of its interface with adjoining steps.

Consideration of data accessibility naturally raises the issue of
STAMIS architecture. Should VAS rely upon large, central data sys-
ten:s? Or would a distributed database approach featuring smaller,
local stations be more workable?, Is the formal structure of a
STAMIS a prerequisite for data accessibility? Are there any condi-
tions under which it would be preferable to operate VAS using non-
standard data sources? Or must even VAS-unique data ultimately be
embedded within some ST'VIIS? It is important and worthwhile to
address these questions at an early stage of VAS development; other-
wise, any future move toward implementation may be hampered by
the absence of viable data input.

Finally, we note that accessibility is a concern not just in terms of in-
put data. but also in terms of system outputs. In a complex, multi-
echelon support environment, one unit's assessment outcomes may-

access to manyv alternative data sources. This abilit 'y enables logisticians to compare
values and asses. the relative merits of each source. See ARINC Research
(, rp,,r at l . l; ,:tl, ! l)escritia for the Irmy Data lidation and Netting

c(Q'iitv!,d ro ,'h nPt rgr'am, February 19SS. ADVANCE has since evolved into
,he \Veapon. System Managenent Analysis System.

'Good examphs of the distributed database approach include MRSA's ADVA.NCE
and also the U.S. Army' Tank-Automotive Command's Fielded Vehicle Performance
Data System FVPDS). FVPDS is described in Fielded Vehicle Performance Data
S.stem YVPI)S. Functional Definition Report, U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Command,

iarrer. Michigan. May 1988.
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and in fact, should-prompt others to take actions (or avoid actions)
that will affect its resources and projected sustainability. Therefore,
it is essential to determine whether such information can be passed
expeditiously and to identify those parties who should receive it.

Suitability of the Dyna-METRIC Model

Hand in hand with the data goes the vehicle by which those data are
interpreted to yield projections of sustainability and indications of po-
tential future problems. In the case of VAS, that vehicle is the Dyna-
METRIC model. It is important to observe at the outset that Dyna-
METRIC is by no means an ultimate model. It is certainly more
limited in scope than, say, TLRS.9 It is primarily oriented toward
Class IX sustainmentiresupply as opposed to readiness deployment,
reconstitution, or redeployment. Thus, there clearly is room in an
extended VAS concept for other models that focus on other aspects of
logistics. Such expansion, whether in the framework of VAS or in an
even larger construct, is to be encouraged.

Considerations of model scope aside, there are technical elements of
Dvna-METRIC that warrant closer examination. For instance, does
it adequatelv reflect the key characteristics of Army logistics policies,
processes, and functions? Does it represent enough of the interaction
between the Army's multiple echelons of logistic activity? We believe
that as the model now stands, the answer to these questions is a
qualified affirmative. Certainly, there is evidence to support this
position. both from Army evaluators and from extensive research
experience with Dyna-METRIC at RAND's Arroyo Center. 10

However, it is also apparent that there is room for improvement.
Additional work should be undertaken to treat the effects of uncer-
tainty and the role of management adaptation in forging a more flex-
ible and robust support system. Some initiatives, such as explicit
modeling of battle damage and repair, are already under way. We
expect that quite apart from the evolution of associated data systenis.
the development of VAS will be marked by continual refinement of
Dyna-METRIC. Of course, if VAS implementation becomes a reality.
it will be necessary to establish procedures governing software verifi-
cation and configuration control.

9 Of course, it is also intended to be mor, generally accessible and better suited to
routine plnnning and assessment.

I°See App. B for references.
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COSTS VS. BENEFITS

In a climate of limited resources, consideration of costs and benefits
naturally takes precedence in determining whether to implement a
new initiative such as \'AS. Therefore, it will be necessary to develop
appropriate techniques for estimating and quantifying these factors.
With such information, 'AS will be able to find its place in the bud-
geting process and compete for funding with other programs aimed at
improving combat capability.

Costs

Estimating the costs associated with \AS is complicated by the fact
that most supporting STA.MISes have been "or are being, developed
with other applications in mind. To some degree. then, investments
in STAMIS modernization can be viewed as sunk costs from the
standpoint of VAS. Even so. any implementation effort will surely in-
cur direct costs related to V'AS-specific data collection and processing
capabilities, augmentation of data links, and other STAMIS modifica-
tions and upgrades.

In addition to data systems, major contributors to total cost will in-
clude hardware acquisition, software engineering, user training, and
other activities arising from the design, development. operation, and
maintenance of VAS. Such costs cannot be predicted with certainty,
but useful estimates can probably be derived from past experience
with comparable systems or through standard industry cost models. 1
Limited prototvping might also provide rough indicators of cost.

Benefits

In contrast to requirements- or execution- ruiented systems like
SES.AME or the Readiness-Based Maintenance S ystem kRBMS), 'AS
does not of itself generate explicit decisions e.g., to buy ten widgets
and twenty gizmos, or to distibute five widgets to one division and
only one to another). Rather, it serves as a decision support tool for
planners to use in assessing the implications o )f different strategies.
Its greatest value lies in helping planners to make rational choices on
the basis of such relevant criteria as cost and stust ainability.

I'The Air Force's experience with \\S.MiS SAM wou!d It, a relevant case for

conipar;,,Ln For other ideas, -e, Ii W. Boehm Sf',:'? , " c1'V . rr, ' Eco"Mi cs.
Prentice-Hali. Englewood C'lifs, New J r-ev. 195I.
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It is often difficult t, fully parate actual decisions from tihe tool-
used to help make them. For this reason, it is also difficult to at-
tribute -pecific, quantitative benefits to VAS. Some might argue that

it is omly the decisi us themselves that can produce calculable bene-
fits. However, in ctinplex, uncertain, and pressured environments.
there are no guarantes that unassisted planners will always choose
a good strateg', much less the best of many alternatives. For

instance, planners might be asked to quickly identify the most cost-ef-
fective way to support a contingency force in an austere theater of op-
erations. Where should resources he focused? On faster transporta-
tion'? Forward positioning of depot-level repair capability? Improved
information and execution systems to allow better control of scarce
assets? By how much can each strategy be expected to increase over-
all sustainability'? Iow do they interact? Are they mutually reinfbrc-
ing, or are tley, redundant? Is a mixed strategy preferable? What are
the anticipated conseqCuences for the total force? In the face Of such
questions, intuitin alone may fall short. Surely, a capable decision
support system must count for something here.

A satisfactory approach for isolating and quantifying the benefits of
\'AS is a matter for further research. Again, prototyping may provide
a useful vehicle for conducting such examinations. VAS might be able
to show certain strategies to be significantly more or less advanta-
geous than expectdCC: this wxv 1( indicate its capacity for stcerling
planners in the right directin ) and would be to its credit. Qualitaitive
evidence should alo he weighed. If \AS outcomes are unifmlv
transparent to plannrs, its 1ootcntial value would cl:lv be di min-
ished. If, however, planners are ioutinel confronted by difficult
choices and feel that t hev lack the means either to decide or tojust itv
their decisions, such test imnMv xtlId further substantiate tilt' h bln-
fits of V'AS.

Tradeoffs

Anv eventual implnlentatin plan must resolve certain tradeoffs be-
tween costs and bhnefit s. One such tradeoff concerns the, range, of
items to be included within 'AS. Obviously. coverage of all (7lass IX
it ems would be extreinely dat am-intonzive and timne-consumriii. and it
m i.Lht also entail large itis,, in STAMIS operating costs. If an
appropriate subset fitems were to be considered instead, it i.- ps,--
Mie that much of thli, benefit d(1e to \AS could still be achieved. Some
reasonable criteria fir inchisin arc mission essentialit v, high unit
cost, high volume of demand. :and existing designation as a selectively
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managed item. 12 In any case, these items will have to be coded for
automatic selection, processing, and incorporation into VAS
databases.

Another tradeoff involves the scope of implementation. For instance,
VAS may be judged worthwhile and implemented at echelons above
corps (EAC) but not at corps level or below. Or, its use may be lim-
ited to, say, the Active Army and not the Reserve or National
Guard.' 3 Whether partial implementation is an initial step or a de-
sired end, it can be accomplished more easily because of the modular
approach to VAS operation described in Sec. 3.

USABILITY

If VAS is to be a viable tool for planners, it must be usable within the
constraints imposed by the planning process. Not only must it ad-
dress relevant questions and produce meaningful output, but it must
do so in a convenient and timely manner. In the following discussion
of usability, we focus on three major issues: the capabilities that
should be built into different VAS modules, the nature of the interface
between VAS and its various users, and the robustness of the system
in the presence of real-world operating limitations.

Capabilities of Different Modules

In Sec. 3, we advocated the development of a small number of VAS
variations, each sharing the same basic structure but composed 3f a
unique set of capabilities and features. Furthermore, we proposed
that VAS be operated as a collection of user-based modules-each
matching a particular variation-rather than as a single, large sys-
tem. Much of the rationale for this concept stems from the fact that
different users have different planning and assessment needs and
may require the flexibility to work independently as well as coopera-
tivelv.

The argument in favor of multiple variations and modules presumes
that worthwhile gains can be achieved by equipping VAS users with
no more capabilities than are needed to perform their missions. For
example, a DMMC module might not need to reflect every echelon of

12 S 'lectivelv managed items fSMII are. for a variety of causes, subjected to
part' clarly clrse scrutiny within the materiel management community.

1*.\ s~milar distinction exists under the current readiness reporting system. Active
Armv units report monthly, whereas Reserve and National Guard units report
quarterly. See AR 700-138.
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the logistics system. By simplifying its structure, it should he possi-
ble to reduce operating complexity, eliminate extraneous data re-
quirements, and improve processing speed. However, this approach
does involve some tradeoffs. Multiple variations imply higher devel-
opment costs and more difficulty in maintaining configuration control
and instituting upgrades and modifications. Further investigation is
needed to determine an appropriate number of variations and an ef-
fective distribution of capabilities. The primary consideration here
should be the types of questions faced by planners in each part of the
system.

User Interfaces

The version of the Dvna-METRIC model to be adapted for Army ap-
plications including VAS) remains very much an analyst's tool today.
It is suitable for research purposes, but it is not vet "user friendly"
enough for routine access by a large community. For instance, data
input is rigidly formatted, important results often lie deeply buried in
printouts, there is little in the way of graphical displays, and sub-
stantial effort may be required to match related bits of information.14

Such shortcomings can impair a planner's ability to conduct rapid
assessments and 'what if' analyses of potential problem-solving
strategies.

The foregoing criticism is not aimed at the content of Dyna-METRIC:
it merely underscores the need for more effective interfaces for han-
dling input and output. If VAS is to become an everyday tool, it must
offer more flexible and interactive methods for assembling and modi-
fying its database: likewise, it must produce outputs that are quickly
and easily comprehensible and that can be rearranged and examined
from different perspectives. Attention should be given to the level-
opment of preprocessors and postprocessors and integration with
spreadsheets, graphics packages, and so forth. These can simplify the
planner's tasks and enable him to spend more time analyzing prob-
lems and thinking of solutions. In the longer term, it might also be-
come feasible to employ expert systems to help planners interpret
outputs.

14The Air Force version of DYna-METRIC incorporated into WSMIS SAM has
undergone numerous modifications to improve its usability.
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5. RECOMMENDATIONS

If it can be fully realized, VAS will significantly expand the arsenal of
tools available to logistics planners. It will complement the equip-
ment readiness reporting system by also providing planners with for-
ward-looking, weapon system-oriented assessments of sustainabilitv.
Just as readiness reporting highlights existing problems, VAS will
help to identify potential future problems, ideally while still in the
early stages of the planning process. Even more important, VAS will
enable planners to evaluate different strategies for avoiding or mini-
mizing those problems. Such strategies may range from ad hoc meth-
ods for redressing a local supply shortfall to systemwide policies
aimed at reducing costs or enhancing sustainability in general.

As appealing as the VAS concept may be, the path leading to its real-
ization is not Net clear. In Sec. 4, we considered a variety of open is-
sues related to system implementation. In this section, we propose an
approach to resolving some of those issues in preparation for further
development.

THE RATIONALE FOR PROTOTYPING

Earlier, we identified three criteria (feasibility, benefits that outweigh
costs, and usability) that must be satisfied before full implementation
of VAS can logically commence. Although it might be reasonable to
suppose that all three can eventually be satisfied, it cannot be said
that any one has already been so. Feasibility, for example, hinges to
a large extent upon the continued evolution of STAIMISes; even where
data exist, some needed processing and transmission capabilities
have yet to be completely designed or proven. Estimation techniques
for both benefits and costs must also be explored and refined before
VAS can be justified in financial terms. Finally., system usability
must be improved in several ways. Some (e.g., integration with
graphics and spreadsheet packages) are relatively straightforward,
but others (e.g., setting the capabilities of different VAS modules or
reducing sensitivity to faulty data) are more problematical.

The potential costs of VAS are not so small nor its probable effects so
limited that the Army can reasonably proceed without further atten-
tion to these criteria. At the same time, the answers to a number of
relevant questions (e.g., Where do STAMISes currently fall short?
What benefits are available? otow can the system be tailored for

17
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maximum usability by planners?) seem more likely to emerge from
practical experience than pure conjecture. We believe that the
obvious solution is to build and operate prototypes of VAS specifically
to address issues pertaining to full implementation.

Although it is certainly less ambitious than a direct plunge into im-
plementation, prototyping offers several notable advantages. First, it
provides a controlled setting in which to investigate system perfor-
mance. Here, unexpected flaws and problems can be uncovered with-
out unduly disrupting the smooth conduct of everyday business.
Second, prototyping allows further (and possibly, concurrent) refine-
ment of both concept and methodology before the Army invests too
heavily or becomes overly committed to a particular course. It allows
more extensive exploration of the role of VAS in the planning process
and greater clarification of the needs of planners. It also allows more
opportunity to identify data gaps and expose unforeseen conflicts with
existing policies and procedures. Third, prototyping has the potential
to yield significant savings in overall development costs. Because it is
by nature more limited than full implementation, problems encoun-
tered during prototyping are likely to be better contained and easier
(and less expensive) to correct. Finally, the experience that the Army
will acquire during prototyping will undoubtedly serve it in good
stead in any future implementation effort.

AN INCREMENTAL APPROACH TO PROTOTYPING

The issues to be addressed by prototyping do not all share the same
degree of immediacy. For example, data availability requires prompt
attention because it is so closely dependent upon ongoing STAMIS
development. If shortcomings are to be redressed through STAMIS
upgrades or modifications, these must be identified quickly to protect
against long lead times. User interface improvements are no less im-
portant, but these will largely be internal to VAS and coi'ld also ex-
ploit off-the-shelf software. Therefore, consideration of this issue may
be less urgent.

In view of such distinctions, we suggest an approach based on a se-
quence of prototypes that expand incrementally in scope. Each proto-
type should shed new light on the three criteria for implementation,
but within this broad objective, each may have a different emphasis.
For instance, one prototype may focus primarily upon feasibility, an-
other on costs and benefits, and a third on usability. Multiple proto-
types also allow a more thorough examination of the different users
and uses of VAS. Thus, one prototype may address deliberate plan-
ning at the national level while another concentrates on time-sensi-
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tive planning at corps or division level. A variety of weapon systems
can also be covered in such an approach.

We propose two or three phases of prototyping, with progressively
more ambitious goals and a closer resemblance to real-world plan-
ning. The first phase should be conducted mainly for demonstration
purposes. It should take place off-line (say, at RAND) and should not
necessarily attempt to replicate real-time conditions. Data should be
drawn from STAMISes when possible, but where it is lacking, non-
standard sources or even reasonable assumptions should be used.
Some key goals for this demonstration prototype, in approximate or-
der of emphasis, are to:

" Illustrate the range of VAS applications at two separate echelons
(perhaps the national and corps levels) using case studies to ad-
dress different planning questions

• Evaluate data availability, identify shortcomings, and suggest

STAMIS improvements
" Prepare an initial list of user interface enhancements that might

make VAS more accessible to the general planning community

" Suggest methodological improvements (to Dyna-METRIC)

" Gather qualitative assessments of VAS benefits by exposing the re-
suits of this prototype to Army planners.

The second phase of prototyping should begin to subject VAS to the
pressures of everyday operation. This operational prototype should
be placed in the hands of a select group of Army planners to deter-
mine whether VAS can become a valuable tool. Real-world con-
straints should be recognized here. The operational prototype should
include the development and testing of links between STAMISes and
VAS. However, reasonable exemptions should be allowed; for exam-
ple, if a needed STAMIS feature remains in development, temporary
workarounds should be used. The goals of this prototype are to:

" Evaluate data accessibility, identify shortcomings, and suggest
STAMIS improvements

" Incorporate a variety of user interface tools and evaluate their con-
tributions to increased usability
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" Design and conduct an exercise to validate VAS outcomes against
real, measurable data1

" Begin to assemble cost data and develop techniques for quantifying
benefits

" Evaluate VAS sensitivity when exposed to the limitations of real-
world data systems.

If a sufficient number of questions remain, a third phase of prototyp-
ing may be required. Potentially, this could be the vehicle for per-
forming a detailed cost-benefit analysis. Alternatively, the opera-
tional prototype may yield enough information to provide financial
justification of VAS. In either case, if VAS is deemed to offer a
worthwhile return on investment, and if prototyping has otherwise
been successful, the Army should begin to develop detailed specifica-
tions for full-scale implementation. The experience gained during
prototyping will serve as a strong foundation for this effort.

1Similar efforts have been undertaken in the past by the U.S. Air Force's Tactical
Air Command. For example, see Capt J. F. Shambo, An Evaluation of the Dyna-
METRIC Computer Model Using Exercise Data, Headquarters, Tactical Air Command,
Langley Air Force Base, Virginia, July 1982; and Capt D. C. Pipp, "Coronet Warrior: A
WRSK Flyout," Air Force Journal of Logistics, Summer 1988, Vol. 12, No. 3, pp. 1-4.



Appendix A

OVERVIEW OF THE VISION PROJECT

The goal of the Visibility of Support Options (VISION) project is to
improve the combat sustainability of U.S. Army forces through the
use of enhanced management information and decision support sys-
tems in the Class IX arena.1

CENTRAL THEMES OF VISION

VISION features three recurrent themes. The first is the replace-
ment of traditional measures of logistics performance (e.g., supply fill
rate or manpower utilization efficiency) by measures that are more
relevant to warfighting capability. Among these, weapon system
availability has received the greatest attention and acceptance both
in the Army and in the other services. Related measures, such as the
attainability of planned weapon system activity levels in different
combat postures, may also be worthy of examination.

Increasingly, the successful accomplishment of logistics missions
depends upon the contributions of distinct-and often widely sepa-
rated-organizations. As the level of interaction rises, effective coor-
dination becomes more difficult. In recognition of this growing com-
plexity, VISION's second theme is the integration of logistic activity
across multiple functions and echelons in such a way that all partici-
pants work cooperatively toward the common goal of improved com-
bat sustainability.

VISION's final theme underscores the importance of recognizing
uncertainty and acting to overcome the disruptive effects of unantici-
pated events. An important consideration in this area is the avail-
ability of up-to-date information about the status of the logistics sys-
tem and the projected needs of the combat force. Such data can be
used to guide decisionmaking and the formulation of adaptive strate-
gies.

'The Arroyo Center's Military Logistics Program conducts similar research in the
Class V (ammunition) area as well. See J. F. Schank, B. Leverich, and J. Paul,
Decision Support for the Wartime Theater Ammunition Distribution System: Research
Accomplishments and Future Directions, RAND, R-3794-A, June 1990.
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COMPONENTS OF VISION

The VISION concept is formed around three primary elements: an
assessment system (VAS) to assist the sustainment planning process,
an execution system (renamed by the Army and now known as the
Readiness-Based Maintenance System, or RBMS) to guide mainte-
nance and distribution decisionmaking, and a command and control
(C2) system to provide the necessary links between the planning and
execution functions as well as between the operations and logistics
communities. 2 Figure A.1 illustrates the relationships among the
three VISION components.

C 2 SYSTEM ,

Expected optempo
Weapon system availability

Feedback goalsFeedback

VAS RBMS

Weapon system Repair priority
- availability over

Dyna- planning scenarioDIE

itETRIC0 Distribution
Problem items priority

STAMIS
Item charactistics
Fjnctiona " for .

Asset position

Fig. A.1-An Integrated View of VISION C2, Assessment, and
Execution Systems

\':\> i- the uvi;ect of the present report. RB.MS is described in R-3702-A. The C2
t wi! hr, dk.crihed in the third of the VISION series of concept papers.



The VISION C2 System

At present, the VISION concept of C2 is narrowly defined to include
the translation of operational plans and goals into logistic needs, the
transfer of that information to VAS and RBMS, and the exchange of
outputs among different VAS and RBMS modules. :3

Operational plans and goals are defined in terms of several parame-
ters. Force composition identifies the size, organizational structure,
and weapon systems of the combat units being supported. It may
vary over the course of the planning scenario as units arrive and
withdraw, or as forces are lost during combat.

Optempo (or, alternatively, combat posture, defines the expected in-
tensity of operations of the supported combat force. Like many other
logistics models, the Dyna-ME'I'RIC and DRIVE models found in VAS
and RBMS assume that demands for spare parts are generated in
proportion to optempo. Optempo may be measured in terms of
operating hours, miles driven, rounds fired, and so forth. It may be
necessary for the C2 system to derive such factors from a qualitative
statement of the commander's guidance (e.g., "Task force 1 advances
to seize position A, task force 2 provides screening on the left flank,
and task force 3 is held in reserve.").

Operational goals should also reflect the commander's guidance and
the requirements of the operation plan. They should be stated in
terms of weapon system availability levels to be achieved. These
goals may vary across the elements of a combat force. In the example
above, for instance, task force I may require 95 percent availability of
its M1 tanks. whereas task force 3 requires only 60 percent availabil-
ity. The specification of goals may be unilateral on the part of opera-
tions planners or it may reflect an iterative process in which avail-
ability rates are projected via VAS, evaluated by operations planners,
and, if found to be unsatisfactory, reassessed in view of potential
changes in support plans.

The VISION Assessment System

VAS is intended to be an integral part of the sustainment plannin-t
function. It allows planners at all levels to prouect weapon svstem
availability over the course of a given operational scenario. It uses a
logistics assessment model (Dyna-METRIC, first to compute the ex-

3Eventuallv, the C2 function may he birnadened to prov:de fr infornmation ranrt 'r
relating to other aspects of logistic suppnrt. Possihiy. the VISION (:2 system could h
embedded in larger Army management syster.-, such as the CS.4CS nodule of AT((. <
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pected demands for logistic support arising friom an operation plan,
and then to evaluate the adequacy of logistic resources and functions
(e.g., supply, maintenance, and transportation) for meeting those de-
mands. In the course of performing this evaluation, VAS also identi-
fies particular items and functions that are most likely to limit
weapon system availability. The ability of VAS to represent a wide
range of alternative support policies allows it to be used in determin-
ing "get well" plans in the event that projected performance falls
short of operational requirements.

The outputs of VAS have two purposes. First. the projection of
weapon system availability over time allows logistics planners to
quantify the supportability of alternative operation plans. Projected
availability may be compared with stated goals or. alternatively, it
may be used to help establish the goals to be passed to RBMS. The
second purpose is to identify the need for specific actions to improve
projected performance. Such actions may include cross-leveling of
spares among different units, sharing of repair resources, or longer-
term modification of support structures and policies. In some cases,
they may impose special requirements upon RBMS: if so, those
requirements may be passed via the C2 system.

The Readiness-Based Maintenance System

RBMS provides real-time decision support to maintenance and distri-
bution managers at all levels in the logistics system. It uses a priori-
tization algorithm (DRIVE) to orchestrate actions which item to fix
next and where to send it when it is fixed, on the basis of stated
weapon system availability goals and operation plans. RBMS oper-
ates over short time horizons (ideally, no more than a few days! to
retain maximtum flexibility and responsiveness in the face of uncer-
tainty. Thus, should there be sitificant departures from the antici-
pated course of events, it can react quickly to establish new priorities.

VISION EXPLOITATION OF ADVANCED INFORMATION
SYSTEMS

In addition to the operational plans and goal furnished via the C2
system. VAS and RB\1 rely upon accurate, timely data about the
status of the logistics system. Much of this can be provided by exist-
ing or evolving STAMISes. Logistic data include descriptions of item
characteristics demand rates, indenture structure, repair times, etc.,,
asset positions (where items are held, in what cuantity, and in what
condition . and functional capabilities !e.g., repair capacities and
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transportation times). Such data may be drawn from local sources by
VAS or RBMS modules, or they may be fed into the C2 system for
transfer to other locations as needed.



Appendix B

OVERVIEW OF DYNA-METRIC

VAS needs a highly capable assessment model to determine the ex-
tent to which operation plans can be supported with existing re-
sources. This need is filled by the Dyna-METRIC model.' This ap-
pendix explains the origins of Dyna-METRIC, its uses, the differences
between model versions, and its principal characteristics.

ORIGINS OF DYNA-METRIC

RAND developed Dyna-METRIC uinder Air Force sponsorship in 1980
to facilitate the quantitative analysis of logistics support policy for
theater tactical air forces. As the model evolved in succeeding years,
so too did its range of application. As early as 1984, the Army's
Concepts Analysis Agency (CAA) evaluated Dvna-METRIC's struc-
ture and capabilities in the context of a wartime helicopter sustain-
ability study. CAA's findings indicated that Dyna-METRIC was in
many ways better suited to conducting detailed, large-scale assess-
ments of logistic support than were other models in use at the time
(extended PARCOM, Overview, etc.). 2 Since then, Dyna-METRIC has
undergone further modification and upgrading; several extensions
improved the representation of Army logistics structures for both
aircraft and ground forces. Newer versions of the model have
supported research efforts both in RAND's Arroyo Center and in the
Army. 3

The technical, policy-analytic, and user-oriented aspects of Dyna-
METRIC are discussed at length in a separate series of RAND docu-

t For Dynamic Multi-Echelon Technique for Recoverable Item Control.
2 T. A. Rose, Test of the Dyna-METRIC Aircraft Readiness and Sustainabilitv

Assessment SModel, U.S. Army Concepts Analysis Agency, Bethesda. Maryland, CAA-
TP-84-12. November 19S1.

3 Arroyo Center work, conducted as part of the "Alternative Structures" project, is
described in R-3673-A and R-3678-A. The Army's TRADOC Analysis Command used
Dyna-METRIC to study the need for advanced test equipment; that work is reported in
J. L. Noble, Intermediate Forward Test Equipment (IFTE) Cost and Operational
Effectiveness Analysis (COEA), U.S. Army TRADOC Analysis Command, White Sands
Missile Range, New Mexico, TRAC-WSMR-COEA-6-S9, January 199.
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ments.4 This section highlights the model's key attributes, including
its data requirements and principal output products.

USES OF DYNA-METRIC

Dyna-METRIC supports both logistics capability assessment and
spare parts requirements estimation. In the former role, it projects
weapon system availability for a combat force over time and as a
function of operational activity (which is assumed to drive the de-
mand for parts), supply levels, and the performance of other elements
of the logistics system (e.g., maintenance, transportation, and pro-
curement). In conjunction with such projections, it also identifies any,
parts that are likely to obstruct the attainment of overall weapon sys-
tem availability goals. These abilities make Dyna-METRIC the ideal
tool for carrying out the planning/assessment tasks addressed by
VAS. Moreover, the model's flexibility in representing the quantity
and quality of logistic resources makes it especially well suited for
performing the "what if' analyses that are an important adjunct to
overcoming many difficult planning problems.

In its requirements estimation mode, Dyna-METRIC computes the
least costly mix of spares needed to preserve a specified level of
weapon system availability in a combat force operating at a specified
level of activity. Requirements estimation embodies the reverse of
the "resources-to-performance" orientation of capability assessment,
in that it begins with a performance standard and projects backward
to arrive at a necessary package of resources. Used in this way,
Dyna-METRIC can help to clarify the objectives of problem-solving
strategies. In addition, it can assist planners in tailoring basic loads
for a broad spectrum of forces and missions.

4 The underlying mathematics for the initial versions of Dyra-METRIC are outlined
in R. J. Hillestad and M. J. Carrillo, Models and Techniques for Recoverable Item
Stockage When Demand and the Repair Process Are .Vonstationon'-Part I:
Performance Measurement, RAND, N-1482-AF, May 1980. The shaping of those math-
ematics into a formal model is described in R. J. Hillestad, DYna-METRIC: Dynamic
Multi-Echelon Technique for Recotverable Item Control, RAND, R-2785-AF, July 1982.
Dyna-METRIC's capabilities and its potential as a tool for logistics policy analysis are
discussed in nontechnical terms in R. Pyles, The Dyna-METRIC Readiness Assessment
Model: Motivation, Capabilities, and Use, RAND, R-2886-AF, July 1984. The
introduction of several new features and the transition from a theater-level to a glnbal
perspective are treated in R-3389-AF. More recently, the development of a simu!ation
version of Dyna-METRIC with greater attention to the effects of uncertainty and
management adaptation is described in R-3612-AF.
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A NOTE ON MODEL VERSIONS

The wide variety of studies in which Dyna-METRIC has played a part
over time has led to numerous enhancements, each intended to im-
prove the model's treatment of a different aspect of logistic support.
Although these changes have occasionally been dramatic, the under-
lying structure and purpose of the model have largely remained the
same. At present, Dyna-METRIC exists both as a stochastic analvti-
cal model and as a Monte Carlo simulation.

Like its predecessors, the most recent analytical version of Dyna-
METRIC (henceforth referred to as "Version 4") is based upon a dv-
namic extension of Palm's Theorem. 5 Version 4 represents the logis-
tics system as a network of pipelines that connect different echelons
as well as the individual functions (supply, maintenance, etc.) within
each echelon. Weapon system components are modeled as flowing
through these pipelines in various stages of processing. 6 Pipeline
contents are computed as probability distributions whose chief pa-
rameters are component demand rates and process durations. At any
point in time, the total pipeline contents for each component deter-
mine its supply status. The totals across all components are com-
bined probabilistically to yield an overall measure of weapon system
availability.

In the past three or four years, uncertainty and management adapta-
tion have increasingly been recognized as constituting an important
dimension of logistic support. To advance the understanding of their
effects, a new version of Dyna-METRIC "'Version 5"') was developed.
However, the peculiar features of the problem invalidated much of the
model's original mathematical foundations. In consequence, Version
5 was designed as a simulation. It retains the same structural view
of the logistics system, but discards analytical methods in favor of a
Monte Carlo sampling technique. The concept of component pipelines
remains unchanged in Version 5, but rather than computing pipeline
contents as exact probability distributions, the model generates them
randomly over a large number of trials. Weapon system availability
is observed directly in each trial, and its value then becomes subject
to statistical analysis.

5This ke ,v re-ult is demonstrated ;r G. B Crawford. Palms Theorem for

.\ontslazoncz, Proces.s'es. RAND, R-2750-RC, October 19,,1.
6For example, components may be serviceable, in repa',r, awaiting parts needed to

cnmplete repair. on order from a higher echelon, or in transit between two locations.
The time required to pass through a particular pipeline is determined by the duration
of the process which that pipeline represents.
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Individual organizations may wish to use different versions of Dyna-
METRIC for the analysis of specific situations. VAS varia-
tions,'modules can be structured to allow users to employ the version
most appropriate to their needs. For instance, a division may prefer
the greater speed and simplicity of Version 4 in assessing near-term
operation plans. A theater, on the other hand, may need to use
Version 5 to capture the greater uncertainty surrounding more dis-
tant scenarios. Whether all variations modules should have both
versions remains a topic for further research.

Much of the subsequent discussion of model characteristics applies
equally to Version 4 and Version 5. Areas in which either one offers
significantly greater capability than the other will be carefully noted.

CHARACTERISTICS OF DYNA-METRIC

Dyna-METRIC is not only well suited to the tasks required of VAS,
but its design principles are in close accord with the basic themes of
VISION. Several important examples of this parallelism are given
below.

Representation of Large, Complex Structures

With the advent of Version 4, Dyna-METRIC acquired the capacity
for examining worldwide logistics structures rather than just those
within a single theater of operations. The model is able to fully depict
the logistic activities and interactions of as many as four echelons of
primary interest (for example, DS, GS, theater-based SRAs, and
CONUS depots) with a somewhat less detailed view of two additional
echelons (organizational and contractor, perhaps).

From a modeling standpoint, echelons possess no 'hard-wired" fea-
tures that distinguish one from another. Specification of the particu-
lar characteristics of each echelon and the relationships among all
echelons is deliberately left to the user to allow a maximum degree of
analytic flexibility. Thus, in a theater-oriented study. the user may
choose to focus upon the organizational, DS, GS. and theater echelons,
with CONUS depots represented more abstractly. Likewise. in a
study of high-tech component support in which GS plays no major
role, the emphasis may be upon DS (at brigade level). DS (at division
level), theater SRAs, and CONUS depots,

In addition to accommodating a wide range of structures. Dyna-
METRIC can account for different sets of interechelon linkages. For
instance, the user may select a DS-GS-depot support chain for one
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component and a simpler DS-depot chain for another. Dyna-
METRIC's ready adaptability to alternative configurations and sup-
port concepts recommends it as a tool for structural planning and de-
sign, especially at higher levels of management. It also fits well with
VISION's commitment to addressing the problem of integration and
coordination across echelons.

Dyna-METRIC's multi-echelon outlook is complemented by its multi-
indenture view of weapon systems. Weapon systems are modeled as
aggregations of components (LRUs), which in turn are aggregations of
indentured subcomponents (SRUs). Version 4 goes one step further,
allowing the inclusion of sub-subcomponents (sub-SRUs, often "bit
and piece" consumable items). Echelon-dependent differences be-
tween LRUs and SRUs (and sub-SRUs) may be reflected in such fac-
tors as their level of repair; for instance, LRUs may be declared
reparable at DS whereas SRUs must be returned to the depot. Again,
there is considerable room for the user to explore alternative con-
cepts.

Operational Perspective

Dyna-METRIC was one of the earliest logistics models to lend sub-
stance to the view that the logistics system exists to support the
needs of the combat force and should therefore be judged on the basis
of its contributions to combat capability. Customary measures of lo-
gistics performance (e.g., supply fill rate, repair shop flow time, and
order-and-ship time) are often correlated with combat capability but
clearly fall short as ultimate indicators. Dyna-METRIC attempts to
move closer by focusing upon weapon system availability-a superior
measure of operational effectiveness. This perspective allows it to
more easily bridge the gap between combat planning and logistics
plannin and thereby to accomplish the objectives of VAS.

Attention to Wartime Issues

Dvna-METRIC's mathematical underpinnings enabled it to be among
the first logistics models to move beyond a steady-state, peacetime-
oriented view of logistic support. It accounts explicitly for such dy-
namic, combat-related phenomena as sudden and dramatic surges
and dropoffs in operational activity, phased deployment of combat
forces and support resources, time-varying levels of force attrition and
battle dama.Le. and temporary (or permanent) cutoffs of repair and
transportation linkages. Its capacity for recognizing and dealing with
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such factors enhances Dyna-METRIC's relevance to both deliberate
and time-sensitive planning and assessment of wartime scenarios.

Representation of Uncertainty

Logistics planning is hampered by uncertainty arising from many
sources. Both versions of Dyna-METRIC attempt to account for that
uncertainty, with Version 5 holding an advantage in terms of the
number of sources portrayed and the detail with which their effects
are represented.

Variability of component demand rates is a major source of uncer-
tainty in both peacetime and wartime. It is reflected in both versions
of Dyna-METRIC by adjusting the user-specified VTMR of the under-
lying probability distribution. In past practice, analysts often used
the VTMR as a general-purpose parameter to "dial in" levels of uncer-
tainty attributable to sources that were not explicitly depicted in the
model. The usual setting for this approach was a wartime scenario in
which the generally greater uncertainty of wartime could presumably
be captured by selecting VTMR values substantially in excess of those
corresponding to peacetime levels of demand rate variability.

Operational uncertainty impinges upon the logistics system to the ex-
tent that it affects the demand for spares and other types of support.
Significant departures from formal planning scenarios, for instance,
can lead to unexpected "peaks and valleys" in demand. This type of
uncertainty may be represented in Version 4 by adjusting the VTMR
in the manner described above. Version 5, on the other hand, is able
to account explicitly for random variation in force composition and
optempo.

Capacity constraints in resources such as maintenance and trans-
portation also contribute a great deal of uncertainty. Such con-
straints are not always apparent in peacetime, but the combined fac-
tors of heavier loading and the possibility of resource damage or
disruption increase the likelihood that they will occur in wartime.
Version 4 contains a simple submodel of constrained maintenance
that captures some uncertainty effects but can seriously underesti-
mate the level of uncertainty when a particular set of loading condi-
tions applies. Version 5 incorporates a considerably more detailed
and robust submodel of the maintenance process. At present, neither
version addresses constrained transportation; however, extensions in
this direction are planned for Version 5.
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Representation of Adaptive Strategies

The notions of uncertainty and adaptive strategies go hand in hand.
Often, the only feasible methods for dealing effectively with unantici-
pated events require adaptations in resource management policies
and practices. As is the case in their treatment of uncertainty, both
versions of Dyna-METRIC contain a selection of adaptive strategies,
with Version 5 exceeding Version 4 in both quantity and attention to
detail.

Controlled exchange of components (usually LRUs) in short supply is
a common device for minimizing the number of NFMC weapon sys-
tems at the organizational level. Similarly, SRUs and other repair
parts may be switched among LRUs in DS, GS, and depot mainte-
nance facilities. Cannibalization from badly damaged weapon sys-
tems is another accepted strategy for overcoming shortages. Both
versions of Dyna-METRIC allow controlled exchange and cannibal-
ization to occur at the user's option.

The potential for capacity constraints in maintenance and transporta-
tion suggests the value of prioritization as an adaptive strategy. As
part of its constrained maintenance submodel, Version 4 offers prior-
ity rules ranging from first come, first served to an availability-driven
rule that assigns the highest priority to the component that is cur-
rentlv deadlining the greatest number of weapon systems. Version 5
supports the same rules, plus a variation of the DRIVE algorithm
that is embedded in RBMS. In addition. it allows distribution of ser-
viceable assets to be prioritized by combat unit. As the constrained
transportation submodel for Version 5 evolves, equivalent rules for
transportation priority will be developed.

Mutual support is another promising strategy for overcoming the ef-
fects of uncertainty during intense, dynamic operations. For example,
both versions of Dyna-METRIC permit maintenance workload to
overflow to backup facilities (as from an overloaded brigade-level for-
ward support battalion (FSB) to its divisional main support battalion
(MSB)O. Similarly, they allow parallel units to provide maintenance
support to each other (as between two neighboring MSBs). Cross-lev-
eling (sharing of spares between units) is also represented; Version 4
accomplishes it by roundabout means that require one of its four ech-
elons to serve an artificial function, whereas Version 5 employs a
more direct approach.
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